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VOL. 49 SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY, JULY 16, 1912. NO. 132
AUGUSTSEC. Rfl iebo HONDO DAI V ASKED AWAY
T0 GET J BY TERR!FIC CL0UD8URS
DIDN'T CARE
FOR COST
!
OUNTAINS ABOVE
WHEN HE SET 00T TO ELECT
PRESIDENT SENDS HIS NAME
TO SENATE AS 0. S.
MARSHAL FOR THE STATE
OF NEW MEXICO.
WALL OF WATER TWENTY FEET HIGH SHOT DOWN NARROW CANYON AND
PARKER, HE SAYS HE PUT UP
THE COIN WHENEVER IT WAS
NEEDED, AND DID NOT ASK ANY
FAVORS IN RETURN FOR HIS AID.
SPREAD OUT ON MESA- - ESTIMATED LOSS WILL BE $10,000 CROPS
OF FARMERS IN LOW LANDS WIPED OUT
-N- EW MEXICO CENTRAL
LOSES SMALL BRIDGE NO LIVES LOST
HE HAD RUN ESTABLISHMENT IN CITY AND HAD FILED AFFIDAVITS THAT ALL TIN HORN
MEN WERE PUTTING UP FOR POLICE PROTECTION AND THAT HIS PARTNER WAS!J
MEMBER OF DEPARTMENT-W- IFE OPENLY ACCUSES OFFICIALS WITH HAYING KILLED
HIM TO PREVENT EXPOSURE OF LUCRATIVE GRAFT.
Washington, D. C, July It;.
President Taft sent to the senate '
today the nomination of Secun- -
(lino Romero to be United States
Marshall for New Mexico to sue- - X
ceed Creighton M. Foraker, a
brother of Former Senator Jos. X
B. Foraker of Ohio.
Published reports have declar- -
BAD NEWS FOR SANTA FEANS WHO
HOPED PROJECT WOOLD BE FINISHEDNew York, July 16. Herman Ros-- . Mrs. Sadie Rosenthal, widow of the
enthal, proprietor of a gambling house j gambler, in a statement to District
here, whose sensational charges that Attorney Whitman put the assassi-th- e
police were guilty of grafting and nation of her husband squarely up to
oppression were to be investigated to-- 1 the police. She warned her husband
V ed Foraker resigned for political '
X reasons. The White House to- - X
X day made no explanation.
XXXXXJSJkSXXXX
Washintgon, U. C, July 16. A
quarter of a million dollars was the
estimate which August Belmont, tes-
tifying before the senate committee
investigating campaign contributions,
placed upon his contributions to Un-
democratic National fund in 190-1-
e was not sure that it was the
sum but was "satisfied to let it go at
that."
"My habit has been that if I feel
'responsible for anything, my obliga-
tion is not measured by dollars and
cents," said Mr. Belmont, when Sen-
ator Pay uter asked if his large con
tributions embarrassed him. Mr. Bel-
mont was a member of the campaign
executive committee this year.
"Do you give any reasons why you
gave so large an amount as ?2o,U00?"
asked Senator Jones.
"1 was very active in the nomina-
tion," began .Mr. Belmont, "and had
been selected to serve on the commit-
tee, so when funds did not com in I
just contributed. I never intended to
make any such contribution but when
that if he kept an appointment he
would come to a violent end. She
said she had a premonition a tragedy
would follow such a conference and
she named a police officer as one of
the men who was to be present.
day by the grand jury, was shot and
killed in front of the hotel Metropole
this morning by five men who escaped
in a large gray touring car. Rosen-
thal was murdered only a few hours
before he was to appear in the home
of District Attorney Whitman and
With a roar that could be heard
for several miles the lower dam of
he Hondo irrigation project near this
city, collapsed during a cloudburst
last night and a wall of water twenty
feet higli shot down the narrow can-
yon out. onto the lands below. It is
estimated that the loss will be about
$10,1100. The dam cost about $1S,-00-
Dr. Davis, who was in charge
of the property at the dam ';
could bo seen from this city. The
cloud was a large, dark one which
hung just at the crest of the moun-
tains near the Hondo.
The loss of the dam will beun"-pleasa-
news for Santa Fe as it was
hoped that the big project would be
soon completed and the land placed
under cultivation.
The cloudburst was a part of a se-
vere rain and electrical storm which
their vacations to start the inquiry
going.
The murder of Rosenthal before
daybreak today brought the situation
to a sensational climax.
The gambler left his home last
I'ight, telling his wife that he had an
appointnTent to meet Police Lieuten-
ant Becker at the Hotel Metropole.
Shortly before 2 o'clock, a slate-colore- d
automobile drew up in front.
One of its six passengers got out and
walked into the hotel, beckoning to
Rosenthal. Rosenthal, without hesi-
tation, walked out.
He had reached a point not more
than a dozen feet from the door when
a volley of shots rang out from the
slate colored car. Four of tihein found
their target and Rosenthal fell dead
instantly, with a bullet in his brain.
At least two witnesses agreed that
Creighton M. Foraker, V. S. mar-
shal, was asked to resign by Mr. Taft
several days ago as reported in tho
New Mexican at that time. He
promptly sent in his resignation. It
i.-- an open secret in New Mexico (hat,
at the Las Vegas convention when
Holm O. Bursuui in the first state
election was nominated for govern-
or, Secundino Romero was promised
the marshalship by the Republican
organization if he would support Btir- -
give further statements in an effort one or more of the men in the automo- -
caught in the water and swept from
his feet but managed to swim ashore
and escaped. A man named Gon-
zales, further down the dam, was
swept out of a wagon he was driving
bile were policemen. Rosenthal
sprang suddenly into public notice on-
ly last Friday when he ihurled a bomb
into police circles by filing affidavits
charging that the police were in
league with the gamblers throughout
New York and that every gambling
house was being assessed a fixed sum
for police protection.
Rosenthal had been for some time,
he explained, the proprietor of a gam
to substantiate the police grafting
charges.
Within three hours after the mur-
der detectives visited a garage on
Washington square, known to the
police as the 'headquarters of the tax-ica-
robbers who recently robbed
hank messengers of $23,000 and cap-
tured a man describing himself as
Lewis Libby, whom they made a pris-
oner on the charge of homicide. The
police also recovered an automobile
suin. He was the only candidate in
the convention against Bursuui.
His name was sent to the president
immediately following statehood with
and nearly drowned until h ran.M
reports from the railroad telegraphlines say, extended generally over
northern New Mexico. The Estaneia,
valley received a heavy rain which
absolutely assures excellent crops.The rainfall was heaviest in the moun-tain- s
where all streams are high.
CLOUDBURST ON THE PECOS.
Last Las Vegas, x. jr., Julv 16.Overtaken late yesterday afternoon in!l dr-- ar'-oy- by a wall of wate-caus- ed
by a cloudburst. rtct c '
i log and floated to safety. It is saiu
by those who went to the scene of the
bling establishment in West 43th
that they say was the one that figured j street which was closed April 13, af-
in the murder.
The touring car disappeared in the
direction of Fifth avenue.
James Considine, one of the owners
of the hotel, witnessed the shooting
from the rear of the lobby. He said:
"I saw Rosenthal come from the ho-
tel. He started as though he were
going to Broadway and then stopped
suddenly.
"I don't know whether he saw the'
men in the machine or not, hut the
sudden way in which he stopped eon- -
ms.isier mat no loss of life occurred
although i few crops below the dam
were wiped out by the avalanche of
water. The flood struck the New
Mexico Central railroad and carried
out a bridge. It was repaired today,
however, and all New Mexico Central
trains were on time.
The cloudburst which took the dam
wwv.ii, a native farmer was drowned.The team rho min jt. .
ter a raid by Police Lieutenant Beck-
er, head of the strong arm
squad.
This said Rosenthal declared, fol-
lowed a misunderstanding between
himself and Becker. The latter, Ros-
enthal alleged, was his partner in the
deficits arose I contributed."
Mr. Belmont was asked if he had
any understanding of reward from
Judge Parker, the presidential candi-date.
"From the very outset, Mr. Parker
was a free and independent man and
lemained so."
Wihen asked if he could remember
contributions from individuals or
corporations, Mr. Belmont replied
there were none from corporations.
"Any from individuals for corpora
1 a ; s f rino- - n
Deputy Commissioner Dougherty
asserted that eye witnesses to the
murder of Rosenthal identified Libby
as one of the quintette who drove up
In front of the hotel and calling the
gambler from the dining room to the
heavy wagon, was also rimn0,i
the endorsement of the Republican or-
ganization. Mr. Taft feared to send
the name to the senate, it is said, be-
cause of charges against Romero. It
is a common rumor tHiat the president
was told he would have to name Mr.
Romero if he wanted the support of
the organization in this state and tho
nomination of Romero today is taken
to mean that he is trying to carry
out his side of the bargain. The re-
port is current here that if Mr. Ro-
mero is turned down by the senate
James W. Chaves of Torrance county,
who switched his vote l;. the Chica-
go convention from Roosevelt to Taft
will get the job. Mr. Chaves denies
the report.
accident occurred near Pecos, a 'town
south of here.
sidewalk, shot him down with a fusi-- j profits of the establishment. Vinced mft that ho ms nfrni,! that
FRENCH AIRMAN
iaae or Duwets, ana tnen tied in tne; iPoiice Commissioner Waldo anl something was to happen to him 1
motor car. Rosenthal was shot five; District Attorney Whitman, both of know that one of the men in the car
times in the head. . iwhem were out-o- town, cut short was a policeman." HILLES WILL OPEN
TAFTSBATTLE
tions; asked Senator Clapp.
"No yes," replied the witness.
"From whom?" insisted Senator
Clapp.
'M,.., TT , .
KILLED BV BULL
WHILE ON HUNT
Paris, July lfi Hubert Latham, the
famous Anglo-Frenc- airman, one of
iirinj iitiveiueyer, nut it was re- -HANFORD'S SONHITS TRADUCER
WITH HIS FIST
RAILROAD TO BE TORN
UP BY REBELS
irned. It was secured I won't savNOYER FLA YS vho secured it any way, it came in.
BILL FLINN
jailed by General Orozco in Chihua-
hua on the charge of insubordination
but was released after two weeks of
confinement.
The latest incident is regarded as
a manifestation of serious friction in
the rebel ranks.
Twenty five hundred rebels are now
at Madera. Wire communication to-
day with Madera was interrupted.
Mexican Northwestern officials said a
severe windstorm had blown down
several poles but it is rumored the
Seattle, Wash., July 16. After John
T Whitlock, an aged lawyer, had tes-- .
PRIVATE SECRETARY IS OFF FOR
NEW YORK CITY TO BEGIN WORK
OF PUTTING STANDPATTER OVER
IF HE CAN DO IT.
l vui'iuc Limn, uiu., juiy id. ine
annmi mlilroae ,f r,.t-wi.- . ftified before the House judiciary sub'
0R0ZC0 ISSUES GRDER TO WIPE
OUT MEXICAN NORTHERN-AMERICA- NS
STRANDED
committee this morning that the had r ,.,.. wni! ... , "ltt,,ca
Later it was rejected and the contri-
bution returned. I remember a discus-sio-
in Mr. Taggart's room to the ef-
fect that the contribution was regard-
ed as undesirable.''
Mr. Belmont estimated the Have-meye- r
contribution as $10,0oo. After
telling the committee he was unable
to give any information of the where-
abouts of Charles Hall, assistant
treasurer of the Democratic commit-
tee in 1904, Mr. Belmont was excused.
, Mic UL LllrJ oeC- -seen Judge Hanford drunk on a crowd-
ed street of Seattle, one afternoon,
OIlCl days-sessio- of the Western Fed-
eration of Miners held in Victor to- -
tJa V. PrPSiflAllt Mnvon f nirum-- , 4.1,Whitlock was followed into the hall by j
the pioneers of heavier than air avia-
tion, was killed by a wild buffalo yes-
terday during a hunt in the ' French
Congo.
The Governor General of French
Kquatorial Africa, Marshal Henri
Merlin, in telegraphing the news, as
minister of the Colonies, says Latham
was out with natives in the forest
when he shot and wounded a buffalo,
which immediately charged and gored
and trampled him to death.
Latham's death occurred on the
Chari river near the Bahres Salamat,
r: river near the Bahres Salamat,
practically in the center of the
French Sudan in the direction of Lake
Chad. The date of the fatality wasJune 7.
T..nn f T..1.. I IT U ..... .. ..
ouaici, mm., jui.j j.d. jiuie uiauireDei tactions are fighting one
American citizens, together with other and preventing General Orozco
f 6 3 g6' wh0' efforts of the executive committee to
called w hillock an offensive name. externlinate the inUustrial worSerg ohitlock struck the inyoung man the vvorl( fact, f federation
u.e
.eiuuieu io lue raui, .win, because "that faction opposed the best
"Ul u" luc Bln"u a,m ,u,u ",B CA interests of the federation"
nerienne i ... iTWO TICKETS
Washington, D. C, July 1GCharles D. Hilles, Chairman of the
Republican national committee left
Washington today for New York to
orginize the campaign for the re-
election of President Taft.
Mr. Hilles, it was said, has not sev-
ered his connection with the Whito
House and it is believed he will re-
sume his post as secretary to thePresident next November
their wives and families In towns
along the Mexican Northwestern rail-
road, are threatened with isolation far
irom the American border with scant
means of escaping depredations of
Mexican rebels.
Jioyer reierred to the strike at
Blair, Nevada, where the Pittsburg! T"XT CTlflrT'PTTTDI'C D CCf 7" CC Silver Peak Gold Minine Comnnnv rio.! J 1 QJ1 1 L,1 JlItJ IVlul LtJl.cided "to reduce wages on account of!Sufficient facts became known to- - j lack of ore.'TO STOP WAR i Chicago, July 16. All plans forof this nvoidlnsr thp "o if o fhlv,iHe said: "The president
the Commander in Chief here from
knowing the true situation. Many
bridges south of Madera already have
been burned.
MORMON ELDER TO MEXICO.
El Paso, Texas, July 16. A. W. Iv-in- s
of Salt Lake City, one of the
apostles of the Mormon church, ar-
rived here today to investigate . con-
ditions in the Mormon colonies in
northern Mexico."
"Whenever we appealed to the reb-
el officers," he said, "we received re-
spectful treatment. The situation
should adjust itself."
Mr. Ivins declared that the killing
of William Adams, recently at Colonia
THE DAV IN CONGRESS" "''7 ,a rnnn ot renn- - tial ticket in Illinoimlmnl, f ...1. . l'iav..,i5has;'""". " "'u uie country names of both President Taft andmuch, especially during the Colonel Roosevelt at the head of the
Republican convention in Chicago. A Republican ticket were declared bv
X SENATE.
cay of the real situation along the
Mexican Northwestern to warrant the
statement that it would cause no sur-
prise if the Americans in all the
towns along the line were warned to
leave Mexico at once.
General Pascual Orozco, Jr., within
the last 24 hours had ordered the
Mexican Northwestern railroad de-
stroyed between Pearson and Madera,
ALLEN GIVEN
ANDREW JOBConvened at 11 o'clock.i .ufiai, u progressives, yet he Medill McCormick, head of the Roose- -
Constantinople, July 1C The Grand
Visior today Announced that the Tur-
kish government refused the propos-
ed conditions of peace as unaccept-
able. Turkey, he said, intended to
maintain her sovereignty in Tripoli
and the war would continue until con-
ditions of peace agreeable to Turkish
dignity had been submitted.
,.-- , . u Hee line staves ot trie mines and velt forces today to have been aban
mill in his employ on the Nevada des- - doned. William M. Allen, former may
, ml ioiceu 10 laDor under starvation or of Peoria, and George Fitch of
Passed Senator Tillman's
X resolution for the "Terror" war--
ship.
X Ashurst spoke on his bill
X to strengthen rights of desert
V lands settlers.
X August Belmont testified be
Peoria, said emphatically they were
opposed to any Roosevelt-Taf- t
",ues suuuiwesr. or nere, nut me Diaz, wa sdue to Adam's indiscretion
order had been mysteriously rescind-- ! Bishop O. P. Brown returned here
ed. Though the destruction of the t0fiav frn rinT,io AfoiD v,
conditions. We would say to Mr.
Flinn, if his mine at Silver Peak is
rot a paying proposition, close it
down, but don't take part in estab-
lishing a reduced scale of wages in
surrounding districts."
ui uiuo UUU IUCNorthwestern for a hundred milles in Mormon colonies in northern Sonora. fore campaign funds investigating XMURDER TRIAL PROVES
SHERLOCK HOLMES CASE.
Washington, D. C, July 16. Presi-de- nt
Taft will appoint Sherman P.
Allen, assistant secretary at theWhite House, to be assistant secre-
tary of the treasury succeeding A.Piatt Andrew, who recently resigned
after a row with Secretary Mac-Veag-
Mr. Allen was formerly a
newspaper man here.
It was said unofficially at the WhiteHouse that Carmin Thompson of Ohio.
the mountainous region where it can-
not be rebuilt for months has been ARCHABLD GETS
SUMMONS TO-DA- YMoyer criticized W. R. Hearst in aChicago, July 16. Mrs. Rene B. bit of sarcasm spoken against the
charged with murdering her perintendent of the Homestake
Charles B. Morrow, listened ing Company for the manner in which
today at her trial to testimony that the company conducted Its campaignher husband had been threatened against the striking riiiners.
He declared that tsories of mistreat-
ment of the colonists by the govern-
ment troops have not been exaggerat-
ed.
MORMONS DENY NEWS STORY.
Salt Lake City, Julyl6. Comment-
ing on a statement in the news dis-
patches that the Mormons in Arizona
and New Mexico were expected to go
Washington, D. C, July 1C Judge
Robert W. Archbald, of the commerce
court, the ninth man in the history
assistant secretary of the interior.
will become secretary to the nroKi.with death by a man who demanded Moyer urged agnation-wid- e campaign ot' the United States to be impeached
money irom him a week before Mor-- to increase the membershiD of the for "high crimes and misdemeanors dent, succeeding Charles D. Hilles,chairman of the Republican national
committee.to tbe assistance of the colonists in. row's body was found, bullet riddled federation, now 300,000. was summoned before the senate to- -and cold, on the rear porch of his The nresident's address frenn pnttv dav tn stand tri.lt nnnn rtiariroc triQrlo
committee he contributed $250,- - X
000 to the 1904 democratic cam- - X
paign.
Attempt to pass resolution for X
purchase of Monticello was block- - X
ed by Senator Heyburn.
Agricultural committee an- - X
thorized favorable report on bill X
to create a Horticultural com- - X
mission. $
HOU.'E.
Convened at noon. $
Resumed consideration of X
Beall cotton anti-optio- n bill. X
Military affairs committee fa-- X
vorably reported bill to transfer X
Ft. Thomas, Ky., to Navy for X
marine garrison. '
Judiciary committee consider-- X
ed program to determine when X
L. C. Laylin of Ohio, is to succeedhome December 28 was greeted with cheers. by tbe house.
Mexico in an emergency, a statement
from the headquarters of the Mormon
church denies that such a movement
is contemplated.
Mr. Thompson in the interior depart-
ment, and Granville W. Mooney, for
Henry J. Clark, an engineer, who
told of visiting Mr. Morrow Decern.
ber 21, said: "A tali man rushed i PROGRESSIVES TO ATTEND
delayed offlcialsvof the road are in
constant fear that it may be done at
any moment.
It was said that officials did not
wish to ask the British government
to make representations for protec-
tion, for the property is British and
the employes are American. For the
Pearson officials, on the other hand,
to order an exodus of their employes
would mean to leave the property and
Bupplies at the mercy of the rebels
vho already Tiave looted the Madera
company's store house.
That the Mexican Northwestern
along which most of the rebel army
now is stretched is doomed generally
i3 admitted for .he rebels intend to
harass the government forces moving
northwestward from Chihuahua city.
It is feared that after the destruction
of the railroad and the telegraph,
Americans In the interior would have
no redress If depredations by irre-
sponsible rebel bands began. It is
desired, however, to take no chances
and the women and children in the
American colonies in Madera and
end shouted: 'I want that money orTWELVE MORE MILLS
CLOSED BY STRIKE,
will kill you. Mr. Morrow grabbed a
mer sueauer ot tne Ohio assembly, is
slated to succeed Mr. Allen as assist-
ant secretary.
Former Representative Ralph Cole,
of Ohio is slated for legal adviser
to the comptroller of the currency.
CONVENTION IN NUMBERSNew Bedford, Mass., July lG.-- The pm that tun down or T will kingates of twelve cotton cloth manufac I grappled with the man. He drop-
ped his weapon and ran out crying, investigation of beef trust shallI'll see vnu ae-ai- ' m tne numerous letters that are XXX
turing plants in New Bedford were
Closed today and 13,000 operatives
were idle as a result of the strike of
weavers and loom fixers for the aboli-
tion of the grading system of
X begin.
XXXXXXXXXXXXN TOLD HIS SON TO"After (he was gone, Morrow said DeinS received at the Progressiveto me: 'Remember this, if anything headquarters in this city, in response
people like it or not.
All over the country the voter is
becoming independent of political
bosses, and there never was a time
in our country's history when party
COMMIT SUICIDE.
siiouia nappen to me. inis is horri- - to the call for a state Progressive STANLEY STEEL PROBEme. '
convention to be held at Albuquerque ties were less binding, and party obli- -on the 23th of this month, it is made'gations less onerous than they are
Clark was cross-examine- and de-
clared he also saw Morrow a few days
before Christmas, talking with a man
REACHES AGREEMENT.
Washington, D. C, July 16 MemVerv certain that the rnnventlnn
will! now.The festive water wagon is X be largely attended,
New York, N. Y., July 16.
Samuel Swartz, father of Na-
than Swartz, the young man
wanted by ,the police in connec-
tion with the murder of the
child, Julia Conners, in the
Bronx last week, acknowledged
today in a statement made to as--
bers of the house Stanley steel trustaDout to be on the job.X are being tightened
The tires X at a corner near the Morrow flat,
and the X The people are becoming arousedto the necessity of organizing againstHOUSE PASSES BILL ttlA Panv that hail nnntrnllo,! tl,A Tl
investigating committee today practic-
ally agreed to recommend the resolu-
tion of the United States steel cor-
poration in their report and endorsed
the government suit against it.
X sistant district attorney Nott
X that his son had confessed to
X him that he killed the child. He
Pearson probably will be moved at
once to the United States.
General Eaiilio Campa has been ar-
rested by Superior rebel officers at
Madera, on the Mexican Northwestern
railroad, according to advices reach-
ing here today.
Campa was imprisoned by General
Antonio Rojas just as the former was
about to set out with a dynamiting
crew to destroy the railroad north
toward Juarez. Recently Campa was
The cry that one must stand by his
party whether his party is right or
wrong, no longer has any influence"
with the average citizen. The party
that advocates sound Progressive
principles, and stands for clean men
for places of public trust, is the party
that appeals to the honest voter, and
that is the reason why the Progres-
sive organization is growing in the
state and in the nation, and why a
convention of the Progressives at Al-
buquerque on the 29th inst., will be
well attended and enthusiastic.
X body is getting swelled for actuali X
X operation in the city's service. X
X This is great news and deserves X
X tune from the band that wfll be X
X gay and inspiring like "Waltz X
X Me 'Round Again Willie,'' "Ta- - X
X ra-ra- " or "I'm on the Water X
X Wagon Now." It is a good stunt. X
X We can't expect Providence to X
X do it all.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
ABOLISH FUTURES. pubMcan organization of New Mexico,Washington, D. C. July 16. The for a number of years in their own
today passed the Beall bill 95 terest and the Progressive movementto 25, prohibiting dealing in cotton will go steadily forward until thefutures after a bitter fight, led by Rep- - evil complained of is removed,
resentative Fitzgerald of New York, The day has passed in New Mexico,who declared the bill not only was un- - when a few men can go into a secret
constitutional, but would work severe caucus, fix up their slates, pass outhardship on producers and consumers their political edicts, and have them
X said he had told his son to go out X
and commit suicide. The father, X
in his statement said he believed X
X the boy had done as he was X
X told. X
XXXXXXXXXXXXJS
EXCURSfON BOAT SINKS.
New York, July 16. The excursion
steamer Rosedale, plying between New
York and Rockaway Beach, is report-
ed to have sunk off Rockaway Beach.
All oa board are reported saved.
of cotton.
obeyed without objection, whether the
; r nil
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n in i it iBelieves This will "Cure
Lung Troubles" tsii.iiENGLISH AS SHE
IS SPOKEN IN
ENGLAND
The Little Store
Again Reminds You of the Superior
Quality and Large Variety of the
" Soltaire " floods. Always the Leader
T G
Southern Corner Plaza,
WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
WE SOCK THE KNIFE INTO PRICES ON HARDWARE. .A BIG
BUSINESS AT LITTLE PRICES I SOUR WAY OF DOING BUSI-
NESS.
WE ARE NOT AFRAID THAT OUR BUSINESS IS SOON
GOING TO BLOW OU. WE ARE HERE TO STAY, BY CARRYING
WHAT THE PEOPLE WANT AND BY DOING A SQUARE BUSI-
NESS.
Wood-Davi- s Hardware Co.
Phone 14. If Its Hardware We Have It - Phone 14
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
Phone Black LEO HERSCH
lola DnDTI A Mil
EI Toro runiutiiv
Why Import Mineral Water ?
. : WHEN YOU CAN GET THE : :
Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water
All Kinds of Soda,
Special Hih Ball Ginger Ale
Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.
R. J. CRICHTON
Lumber and Coal Yard
AH Kinds of Building Materials.
Screen Doors, Red and White Cedar Fence Posts
iard J3J Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.
Phone, Red 100 Phone, Red 100 Phone, Red 100 FRANK M. JONES. cXm- -
LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.
REAL ESTATE
For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and Or-
chards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
For Full Information Call, Or. Phone No. rfed 76
CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.
oal Ar,HDOLREEsA Wood
SWASTIKA LUMP FACTORY WOOD
CERRILLOS LUMP SAWED WOOD
STEAM COAL CORD WOOD
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot- -
MKOuonnids
Made Soft andWhite
In a Single
Night
By Cuticura Soap
and Ointment
Treatment: On retiring, soak
the hands in hot water and
Cuticura Soap. Dry, anoint
with Cuticura Ointment, and
wear soft bandages or old loose
gloves during the night.
Ontlcurn Soap and Ointment sold throughout the
worki. Liberal nample of each mailed free, with.
. book. AddroBn "Cuticura," Dept. 2. Boston.
WTeuder-face- men shave in comfort with Cuti-
cura Soap Shavinu Stick, 25o. Liberal sample free.
CRIPPLED WOMAN A SLAYER.
Mobile, Ala., July 16 Mrs. Mary
T. Godau, who confessed to killing her
'brother-in-law- , Fred Wasserleben, a
'policeman, last December, asserting
jthat he had threatened her, was
found guilty by a jury today and
'
Kpntpnpprl tn lifp imnrisonment. The
Iwife of the slain man will be tried
next week on the same charge.
Mrs. Godau is a cripple. She says
she killed Wesserleben in her room.
The body of the policeman, who was
unusually large, was found the morn
ing after the killing wrapped in a
gunny sack in a pond a mile and a
half from the Godau residence. Mrs.
Godau testified she dragged the body
down the stairs, rolled it in a blanket
jand hitching a horse to it dragged it
to the place where it was found.
A. M. Nason, farming near Canaan
Me., was badly crippled with sciatic
rheumatism due he says to uric acid
. in his blood. "Foley Kidney Pills en
tirely cured me and also removed nu-
merous black specks that were con-
tinually before my eyes." Foley Kid
ney Pills are a uric acid solvent and
are effective for the various forms of
rheumatism. Sold by all druggists.
ORGANS REPLACE ORCHESTRAS
New York, July 16;. To overcome
difficulties between the theatrical
managers and the musical protective
union, a syndicate of the managers
have bought twenty-fou- r orchestra or-
gans.
The first of these organs will be in-
stalled in the Court Theater in Forty-
eighth street October 1. Seven others
will be delivered in the course of the
coming season and will be installed
in Xew Y'ork theaters. The others
will go to n houses.
The organ is operated by one' man
The various stops control the thirty-
four instruments with which the or
gan is equipped. The organ repro
duces solos oa the cello, violin, cor-
net, piccolo, flute and even the soul
ful oboe, as well as a combination
of all these instruments.
SIENZEL ECZEMA LIQUID
A clear white liquid for cleansing
purifying and healing skin and scalp
diseases.
Stops Itching or burning instantly;
cures eczema permanent.
A few days after using the Liquid
the disease begins to disappear.
Price $1. Sold in Santa Fe by Fisch
er Drug Co. and Zook's Pharmacy.
NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
EXPRESS LINE.
Phone Red 161.
Leave Orders at Butt Bros. Drug Store
JULIUS MURALTER
The Tailor
Will clean, press, repair
or alter Ladies' and
Gents' Garments at
reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'
and Gents' Custom
Made Suits, Overcoats,
Skirts or Riding Suits.
Thirty years' of experience in
tailoring in seme of the largest
cities in Europe and America.1
101 Washington Avenue.
Phone Black 222.
Qoeds Called for and Delivered.
Consnmntion is a flattering Olson
that is one of its chief danpTS. I'lmse
who have it are rarely willing i'
knowledge the fai t.
If this trouble Is present, it is no uu
for trilliiii!. I'on't waste tune in ai,u-men-
If a "cold" lias hmu per-
sisted: if n coucll is t.resent that keeps
vou anxio.is or any ot tne suioiu
'present such as lever or nuht
.....weakness and loss in appeiue. r- -
haps, some raising or iiiucus-- u" -
e thum- - tane r.:nuiim9
Mr. Bettersworth old.
liow'.ini; (ireen. Ky., it. -
"Gentlemen: 1 wish to say for your
Alterative that I helieve it to he a m'o- -
icine of uneoualed value for all bnno"i
and Lunc trouble.
The Sprirnr of i:nw, l nao a ,7".'-coiiL- -h
for six months. I tried all tne
medicine that my friends and doctors
-- ocoimuenlej to me. hut no results came
for the better. I had niuht sweats, and
would eomjh and spit up every nu-'i- n
until I got so weak I could hardly do any
thine But at lust, James licerin'. ot
Glasgow Junction. Insisted that I try your
medicine, which I ordered at once and
lupin taking the seme. In one weeks
time there was quite an Improvement in
mv condition, and after I had taken sev-
eral bottles I felt as well as ever in my
life I iwver wrote any iirm or companj
a letter recommending their medicine be-
fore, as there are so many fakes that a
medicine of gi inline quality don t get
credit or even tried.
1 the world to know that I
flnulv believe that your Eckman s A tel.
stive will cure any case of lung t''""
taken bef.ire the last stage. I will gladly
w.-.t- nersoiially to any party waulingforinat'iou iu regard to your wonderful
medicine." .Signed AJWW0U.rH.
i... ........ ti .iv.. ufr...-ri-- in Kron- -
chilis. Asthma, Hay Fever: llnoat and
I.ung Troubles, and in upbuilding the
svstem. Hoes not contain pnismis. opiates
or drugs. Ask for booklet
of cured cases and write to Kekmaii
Laboratory. Philadelphia. Pa., for more evi-
dence. For sale by all leading druggists and
y Zook's Parmacy, Santa Fe.
THE VACATION
IN DIARY FORM
March 1 Have about decided on
my vacation trip this summer. It
was a toss up between the Yellow-
stone Park and the St. Lawrence,
I've about made up my mind for
the water trip. I figure that It will
be great sailing down the river about
the middle of July while the fellows
here are 'working their heads off. I
can stop at Montreal and then go on
down to St. Johns end take the boat
to Boston. I can do the whole thing
up for $200, and I can easily save that
by July by cutting down expenses.
April 1 Two hundred is a pile of
money to spend for a two weeks' va-
cation. I could cut it down half by
turning back at Detroit. After all
the water is what I want, and I can
put in the two weeks knocking ebout
the lakes and save the expense of
the trip to Boston and the long rail
journey back. There are a lot of fine
trips about Lake George and I can
make a lot of short jumps, fishing
and boating without getting any fur-
ther away from home. Reckon I'll cut
out the St. Lawrence and save about
a hundred. I'll need it next fall.
May 1 The more I think of it the
more I think a fellow couldn't do bet-
ter than spend his vacation at the
beach near Los Angeles. I could run
down there at small expense and have
jus as good fishing and out door
knocking about as I could get on the
Great Lakes. I figure I could spend
two weeks fishing up and down the
Coast for less than $50. I always
did like California, and after all the
main thing is to get out of doors. Why
take a long, hot journey to spend a
few days in recreation and then have
to get all tired out on the uncomfort
able journey beck? I believe I'll make
my plans for California.
June 1 Am beginning to believe
the vacation idea, as generally ac-
cepted is all wrong. A vacation should
be a period of rest, used to restore
our energy and replenish our strengthfor the winter's work. Instead of
keeping that in mind we have come
to regard it as an occasion for wear-
ing ourselves out traveling and
spending a barrel of money. Why
should I fight mosquitoes, live on
hard fare and sleep in some hotel
where the rates are doubled. Count-
ing railroad fare, hotel bills, boat
hire and all that I doubt if I could get
out of it. for $50. And I'd be worn
out when I got back that's certain.
I believe I could get the most out of
my vacation by visiting Aunt Jane in
Omaha. She has a nice back yard
and a hammock and she keeps a cow
and chickens. As I remember it the
old lady makes goori pies, too. A trip
like that wouldn't cost more than $30
me for Omaha.
July 12 Got back from my vaca-
tion and had a bully time. Went up
Santa Fe Canyon for two weeks.
FOUND $500,000 IN CHECKS.
Albany, N. Y., July 16. Thomas
O'Brien who runs a blacksmith snop
in Lafayette street, found a red lea-
ther bag lying behind a fence near his
smithy tonight. The bag contained
checks totalling $538,113.45, the prop-
erty of the fnited Cigar Stores com
pany of Xew Yon.
The company, when notified by tele-
phone, told the police that the checks
with $223.34 in currency had been
sent by a messenger to the Xational
Bank of Commerce in Xew York to-
day for deposit. The company sup-
posed the deposit had been made un
til informed that the bag and its con
tents bad been found in Albany.
MUST CHOOSE CHURCH OR
PHONE.
Centralia, Mo., July 16. Henry Yo- -
der, who is a member of the Mennon-it- e
religious persuasion here, has been
waited on by the committee of his
religious faith and requested to have
the telephone removed from his
home or his connection with their re-
ligious local body would be severed.
The church people contend that a
telephone is of the world and that It
should be discarded. Mr. Yoder, man-
ager of a threshing machine and saw
mill, contends that the telephone is
a necessity. Mr. Yoder will report
his decision to the church committee
In a few days.
I
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TO YANKEES WHO INTENDED TO CROSS
POND TO LUNNOM STRANGE WORDS
ARE USED OVER THERE.
Paris, July 16. "Ever been in
England?'' asked an American tourist
who has just crossed the Channel
from London. "Say, you'd better
study up on the language a bit before
you go. It'll save you i lot of trouble.
"In school I specialized in English
language and literature, but London
taught me a heap of things I'd over
looked. It showed me that all tihrough
these years I have been calling com
mon things by wrong names, misspell
ing many everyday words, and mispro-
nouncing most of those that I'd man
aged to spell correctly.
"Entering a clothing store in Lon-
don and asking for a clerk I was told
it was a 'dark' I wanted. What I sup-
posed was a coat I called a coat, but
was politely informed that it was a
jacket. Then, by gradual stages, I
learned that a vest is always a 'wesk-it- ,'
suspenders are braces, pajamas
are pyjamas, an overcoat, is a great
coat and are .'
A VISIT AT THE "DRAPER'S."
"My wife wanted to go to a dry
goods store, so we inquired for one.
'Oh, I say, you mean a draper's,' said
the copper, only he was a bobby, in
stead. 'Take the third turning to the
right and walk to a stone house,
wnicn is pretty nigh the largest in
sight.' Every building, by the way, is
a house, and we walked on the pave-
ment, which is the name the English
give to the sidewalk. The real pave-
ment in London is the roadway.
"Well, we reached the draper's and
were directed to take the lift to the
second storey (spelled
There we learned that a shirtwaist is
a blouse and a ribbon is a riband.
ENGLISH WOMEN WEAR BOOTS.
" 'I say, don't you want a pair of
boots?' asked the saleslady.
"
'Mercy, no,' exclaimed my wife,
horrified. 'Grandpa used to wear them
but grandmother never did.'
"Then we poor innocents discover-
ed that common, ordinary shoes are
all boots. Only low shoes, like we
wear in the summer time, are shoes
in 'Lunnon.'
"My wife was hungry for candy, so
we bought some sweets. I wanted
what I had been brought up to believe
were peanuts and discovered that they
are monkeynuts. When we went to a
restaurant I called the waiter's atten-
tion to the fact t(hat he had brought
no napkins. '"You mean serviettes,
he corrected me. I soon found that
corn is maize and I was disappointed,
on ordering biscuits, to be served
with crackers. For breakfast we al-
ways had bycon and eyggs.
"On the train we rode in a carriage.
Our luggage was in the luggage van,
if we had had furniture, it would have
been sent by the goods train. Instead
of an engineer there was a driver up
in front, and instead of a fireman, a
stoker. The stoker loaded coals
(plural number) into the locomotive.
A guard punched our tickets, which,
by the way, we had purchased in Uhe
booking office. The carriages ran on
a line instead of a road, the line being
composed of metals instead of rails,
and points serving in lieu of switches.
"A fire in England is an outbreaK
and instead of being put out or extin-
guished by the fire department it is
subdued by the fire brigade, after the
'alarum' has been given. A lawyer is
never admitted to the bar; he's call-
ed to the bar. a druggist is a chemist
and a lieutenant is a t. A
jail is a gaol, a stenographer is a ty-
pist, a doctor is a medical man and
you don't bring anything, you fetch it
"I acquired all this knowledge in the
course of my sojourn in London. On
tlhe afternoon of the last day, worn
out as I was, somebody invited me to
tea. T need something I
j confessed. ere.g the neare6st 'sa.
loon?' And what do you think, he
sent me to the public house. I want-
ed a cocktail but had to take 'aisle'
that's English for ale or 'arf and
art."
"Just how long were you in Lon-
don?" the tourist was asked. "Two
weeks?"
"No, a fortnight,' he replied. "I had
the honour (did you hear the 'u') to
be amongst tlhe bally Britishers just
that long. And it was whilst I was
there that I acquired all this valuable
knowledge. When shall I return? I'll
have to consult my halmariack yes-si-
an almanac with an 'h' at the
front end and a 'k' at the rear. Bah
Jove!''
State of Ohio, city of Toledo,
ss.
Lucas count.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
Cheney & Co., doing business in the
City of Toledo, County and State
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOL-
LARS for each and every case of Ca-
tarrh that cannot be cured by the use
o HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
to my presence, this 6th day of De-
cember, A. D. 1886.
(Seal) A. W. GLEASON.
Notary Public
Ha.'1's Catarrh Cure is taken Inter-
nally and acts directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Send for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
THE STAR BARN
Successor to
MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
FIRST-CLAS- S LIVERY RIGS.
Also First-Clas- s Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons
Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS
Phone Black
45
fEMENT Dawson Coal
wuuliu Sawed Wood
310 San Fracisco St.
WOODY'S HACK LINE
Prom
BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered: Hacks and good
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commercial men to take In
the surrounding toitns. Wire K.nbudo
Station.
You cannot get up to date printing
unless you have material
and facilities. The New Mexican
Printing Company has both, and at
the same time expert mechanics.
Your orders are always assured per-
sonal attention.
Phone Main 139 S
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH-
ODS,IN Electricity plays a most impo-
rtant part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the mod-
ern homeand why all this light? To
make the home more homelike 1 make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Qood light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.
J. R. CREATH,
SANTA FE, N. M.
POWER
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
Telephone II.
Two Doors Below P. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Rooms for Bent 25c and 50c.
Short Orders at All Hours.
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
Prench Noodle Order 70c a dlsn,
Kew York Chop Suey 60c- -
IS QUITE SO
NOTHING as to touch the button and
is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacu-
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heat-
ed rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and n'ghf Estimates and full infor-
mation cheeer fully given.
SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.
Rooms With Bath, .... $1.50 and $2.00 Per Day
THE ALBANY HOTEL
This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath.
J.F.RHOADS
Step Ladders,
Screens and
Screen Doors
FURNITURE REPAIRING AND
UPHOLSTERING.
104 Gallsteo Street
Telephone 157 W. :: SANTA Ft, N. HI
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and hay
ing all modern conveniences, lncluu
ing electric light, steam heat and
baths, In the First National Bank.
Pope Motor Cycle
4 Horse Power
PRICE, $165.00
With Imported Magneto.
A Motorcycle without a doubt with troubleleft at the factory.
LIGHT, SILENT AND RELIABLE.
PASH BROS..Agts Santa Fe.
All legal blanks prepared according
to the Statute ot New Mexico, new
State torn, tor sa'e by the Nrt
Mexican Printing Company.
You cannot get up to date printing
unless you have material
and faculties. The New Mexican
Printing Company hes both, and at
the same time expert mechanics. Tour
orders are always assured personal at
tention.
1HE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN. SANTA FE. N. M. PAGE THREETUESDAY, JULY 16, 1912.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS irl llllll fr i 1
If you use embossed stationery, you
can do no better than placing your or-d-
with the New Mexican PriDting
prices will be quoted upon request.
Our styles and '.orms are strictly up
to daU
LITTLE GREM THAT
SAVES LIVES
here yesterday for her official trial
trip off the Maine coast, anchored
during the night at Detpwater point,
2tj miles south of here and steamed
down the Delaware river. It was re-
ported the warship was aground but
tnis was denied.
THIS WOMAN'S
TROUBLES GONE
Terrible Cramps, Dizzy Spells
Nervousness, Misery Her
Story of How She Got
Well Again.
It will not pay you to waste your
tiem writing out your legal form
when you can get them already print,
ed at the Xew Mexican Printing
Company.
HOLLENBECK HOTEL
JM. h. M ITClIKI.l.
LOS ANGELES
: V I n HCAhMIIADTCIlC
Subscribe for the Santa Fe Nevu
Mexican, the paper that boosts all ot
the time and works for the upbuild-
ing of our new State.
A (MiU.rcKK
WW
IVEM VI I
RATES $1.00
Rubber
and $1.50 per day.
With Private Bath, $1.50 to $3.00The New Perfection Oil Cook-stov- e
Suits Everybody
It suits the most exacting French chef. It suits the housewife. It
is found in luxurious villas in camps in farms in humble city homes.
Everybody uses it ; everybody likes it. It bakes, broils, roasts and
toasts as well as a coal range.
It is equipped with a special heating plate, and we sell the New
Perfection oven, broiler, toaster, and pancake griddle. WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REW5MBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIWE. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.
Free Cook-Bo-
with
every stove.
Cook - Book
also given to
anyone sending
5 cents to cover
mailing cost.
Hay 'PcrSctioR
Oil Ccok-stov- e
AI! dealers sell the stove. It is handsomely
finished in niclsel, with cabinet top. drop
shelves, towel racks, etc Long chimneys, en-
ameled turquatse-blu- I, 2 or 3 burners.
fell
CONTINENTAL OIL CO.
Denver, Pueblo, Albuquerque, Cheyenne, Butte,
Boise, Salt Lake City
PRICE LIST.
One-lin- e Stamp, not over 2 -2 inches kwtj 15c
Each additional line on stamp 10c
One-lin- e Sta?np, over 2 -2 and not over 3 -2 inches lowg. . 20c
Each additional line on stamp 15c
One-lin- e stamp, over 3 -2 and not over 5 inches Ion;.. .. 25c
Each additional line on same stamp 20c
One-lin- e Stamp, over 5 inches long per inch Hte
Each additional line, same price. (Curved lines
on Stamp count as two Knes).
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long 25c extra
Larg-- sizes at proportionate prices. Where type used is
over one-ha- lf inch in size, we charge for one line for each
one-ha- lf inch or fraction.
DATES, ETC.
Local Dater any twn and date, for -2 inch , 5c
Ledger Dater month, day and year in -3 inch 50c
Regular Line Dater month, day and year, -4 inch.... 35c
Regular Line Dater month, day and year, 1- -8 inch.... 25c
Defiance Model Band Dater IJgO
Facsimile Signature Rubber Stamp ami Wod Cut 150
Pearl Check Protector ijq
SELF-INKIN- G STAMP PADS.
1 3-- 4, 15 cts; 2 x 3 3-- 4, 25 cts ; 2 (- -4 x 3 2, 25 cts;
2 35 cts; 3 -8 x 6, 60 cts ; 4 1-- 2 x 7 1-- 2, 75 cts ;
4 1- -4 x 9, 85 cts. AH colors.
FOR TYPE SPFCIMENS ADDRESS,
NEW MEXICAN
SANTA FE,
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Kooms 17-1-
Caplts.1 City Bank Building,
Santa Fe, New Mexico
Assistant District Attorney, First
Judicial District.
HOLT & SUTHERLAND,
Attorneys-at-Law- .
Practice in the District Court aa
well as before the Supreme Court ot
the State.
Las Cruces, - - New Mexico
G. W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and Counsella. at La.
Practice in all the District Court
and gives special attention to casei
before the State Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Sauta Fe, N. M.
C. W. G. WARD,
State District Attorney.
For San Miguel and Mora Countiei.
Las Vegas, - New Mexico.
HARRY D. MOULTON,
Attorney-at-Law- .
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
EASLEY & EA3LEY,
Chas. F. Easley, . Chas. R. Easley,
Attorneys-at-Law- .
Practice in the Courts and before
Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Estan-cia- ,
N. M.
McKEAN & orlEETHAM,
Attoneys-at-La-
Practice in all the Courts and B (j
fore the Interior Department.
New Mexico.Taos, - -
H. L. ORTIZ,
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practicing before all the Courts in
the State.
Santa Fe, - - - - New Mexico
HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVb.i-TISE-
Tell your story to
2,000,000 Readers 'or
Twelve Dollars.
We will place your advertiie-aaen- t
in 25 leading newspapers' Sun-
day issue, for $12 per insertion. De-
scriptive circular FREE.
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
AGENCY,
Taos, New Mexico.
DR. W. -- UME BROWN,
Dentist.
Over Spitz Jewelry Store. ...
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Phone Red 6.
Office Hours 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
And by Appointment.
STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
. Physician and Surgeon.
Office and Residence Washington.
Ave., next door to Public Library.
Office Hours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p. m
2 to 4 p. . Evenings.
Phone Black 47.
DR. J. M. DIAZ,
RESIDENCE, DON GASPAR
AVE
Phone, 220 Red
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
Phone, 237 Biack
OFFICE HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M.
L. F. MURRAY, M. D..
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON,
a tton Block, Palace Ave., next
door to Wells Fargo Ex.
PHONE 233.
Residence Palace Hotel.
Phone Main 63
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M,
June 10, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Julian
Garcia of Kennedy, New Mexico, who,
on June 8, 1907, made homestead en-
try, No. 11588, for lots 7 and 8 and
ecuth half of southeast quarter, sec
lion 6, township 13 north, range !'
east, New Mexico meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make final
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before the Registe
and Receiver of the U. S. land office,
at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the 19tb
day of July, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Noverto S. Torres, of Kennedy, New
Mexico.
Juan Sanchez, of Kennedy, New
Mexico.
Pablo Sanchez, of Kennedy, New
Mexico.
Frutoso Gaiiegos, of Cerrillos, New
Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
George L. Higbie, Manton, Mich.,
used Foley Kidney Pills for kidney
and bladder trouble. He says: l
find for my case no other medicine
equala Foley Kidney Pills for bene-
ficial effect." They are a safe and
reliable medicine for kidney trouble
and rheumatism. Contain no harmful
drugs. Sold by all druggists.
FOR SALE A lot ot second hand
ielting, hangers, pulleys, ana shaft-
ing; one 12 horse power and one 22
horse power Leffel Engine, drst clas
condition; one 40 horse power loco-
motive type boiler capable or carrying
75 pounds ol steam, pasi 1 upon byBoiler Inspector; radiators, steam
piping and valves; a SO gallon goso- -
line tank, with other sundry Items.
Any of these Items will he sold cheap
If taken at once.. If interested ad
dress the New Merle m Printing Con
jiapy, banU Fe. Heir Mexico.
TINY THING WITH UNPRONOUNCEABLE
NAME DEVOURS OTHER MICROBES
THAT ARE CONSIDERED CANCEROUS
TO HUMAN SYSTEM.
Paris, July 16. If you would livo
forever, make friends with nhe good
glycobactere, so says Dr. Klie Metch-
nikoff, the Pasteur Institute scientist,
who has been delving for many years
into the mysteries of why men grow
old.
The human body, Doctor Metcbni-Uoff- ,
in common with scientists gen-
erally, says is the battle ground, nisht
and dav. between the good and bad
microbes. When the ha microbes
gain an engagement you re a sick
man. When the good microbes turn
the tables, you get well. Hut on the
other hand, if the1 bad microbes rout
the good microbes so completely that
they cannot rally, you die.
Such is your everyday life.
Now, knowing that this terrible
battle is forever going on inside of
cue. Doctor Metchnikoff, by a very
simple line of reasoning, concluded
that if the good microbes could be
fed up, could be kept hale and hearty
and always ready for a victorious
scrap with the enemy, man naturally
would live longer. So he went to
work to find out what food the good
microbes like best. It proved to be
sugar.
Incidentally, tho white-bearde-
scientist discovered that intestinal de-
composition was the principal reason
for man's growing old. What would
stop or retard this putrefaction? Ev-
eryone knows that acids combat de-
composition. We must introduce into
the system an acid producing microbe
to overcome this condition.
That was a simple enough operation
for Doctor Metchnikoff, but he found
that the microbes died of starvation,
because, depending upon sugar for its
living, they didn't get, in the lower in-
testines, sufficient sugar to keep them
aMve. So the bad microbes had a lit-
tle difficulty in putting the feeble,
good microbes out of the business.
Obviously the thing to do was to
find either another species of warrior
in the microbe world, or a food which
would keep the one already discov-
ered going. Sugar, absorbed by the
system, is not enough. Doctor Metch-
nikoff discovered in the intestines of
a dog the very thing he was after, a
microbe capable of producing the su-
gar required for the sustenance of
the good microbes. This microbe is
the "glycobactere." It forms itsen
out of the starchy foods. The bad mi-
crobes pitted against the good glyco-
bactere, have no show whatever:
and, other com' ions being favorable,
there is no reason why man, partaking
of enough substances producing thi
kind of microbe, should not live fa"
beyond the ordinary mortal.
"But why do so many dogs die
young?" Doctor Metchnikoff was ask
ed.
"Although the microbe was discov-
ered in the intestinal flora of the dog,"
the savant replied, "it does not mean
that all dogs have them."
Altliouj.''! the test has still to be ap-
plied to n.an, upon animals physically
more or less similar to the human
species, it has met with considerable
success. Even through this discov-
ery man is not destined to live forev-
er, it has been pointed out that bis
general health may be considerably
bettered, for life tihus lengthened and
his effectiveness increased many fold.
SENATOR'S DRESS REFORM.
Washington, July 16. Something
rcw in the line of evening dress was
seen last night at, a dinner given to
Senator Bradley of Kentucky, at the
New Willard hotel by C. Lee Cook ot
Louisville. Thirty senators attended.
Senator Bradley appeared in pure
white from head to foot, including
even a white necktie. Senator Iodge
dazzled the beholders in a crash suit
with unpressed trousers that were
about six inches too long for him.
Senator Bristow was the only man
in evening dress, and he seemed wor-
ried by it. He came in with Senator
Brandege, who was tastefully attired
in a pepper and salt sack suit.
Senator John Sharp Williams may
be regarded as an exception to the
rule, for he wore something that
might have passed for evening dress
in Natchez about the year 1SC0. It
was one of those rolling collared
things that used to go with Daniel
Webster's plug hat.
Senator Bailey wore black, but not
evening dress. The main garment
was what our ancestors used to call a
"Prince Albert."
This dinner may start the long ex- -
i Pected dress reform.
WHAT THE WEATHER MAN SAYS.
On Saturday it was markedly cool-
er than on other days preceding the
highest mark reached being SI at
2:50 p. m. and dropping to CO at
4:10 a. m. The day was partly
cloudy with showers in the distance
and in the vicinity in the afternoon
and over the city at night.
The temperature held steady on
Sunday, the highest register in the
tbermomenter being 81 at 1:50 p. m.
The lowest temperature was 57 at
4:40 a. m. There were showers and
thunder storms in the afternoon and
evening in the vicinity with unusual-
ly loud peals of thunder from storm
south of the station, between 5 and
6 p. nt. Only a sprinkle of rain fell
over the city.
Yesterday we were aown to nor-
mal Santa Fe weather. At 11:50 a.
m.the highest register, 7G, was reach-
ed, and at 11:00 p. m., the mercury
dropped to 55. The afternoon was
cloudy with thunderstorms and
showers. The rainfall was very heavy
east .of the city and over the moun-
tains.
Europe Is better assured than it has
been for the last year.
fi SUMMER SlSI
Ilindsboro, 111. "Your remedies have
relieved me of ali my troubles. I would
have such bearing down misery and
cramps and such weak, nervous, dizzy
spells that I would have to go to bed.
Some days I could hardly stay up long
enough to fret a meal.
"The doctor's medicine did me no good
so I changed to Lydia E. l'inkham 's Veg-
etable Compound and got good results
from the first bottle. I kent on takingjt anj use(j tne g.anative Wash with it.
until I was well again. I think every
woman who suffers as I have, could take
no better medicine. "-- Mrs. Charles
Mattison, Box 58, Hindsboro, 111.
Testimony of Trained Xurse.
Cathlamet.Wash.
"I am a nurse and
when I do much lift-
ing I have a female
weakness, but I take
Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Com-
pound and I cannot
say enough in praise
of it. I always rec-
ommend it for fe-
male troubles. "
Mrs. Elva Barber Edwards, Box 54,
Cathlamet, Wash.
The makers of Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound have thousands of
such letters as those above they tell the
truth, else they could not have been ob-
tained for love or money. This medicine
is no stranger it has stood the test for
years.
HOTEL ARRIUALS.
MONTEZUMA.
W. D. Mieran, New York.
II. W. Coan, Detroit.
W. K. Johnson, El Paso.
Miss Thomas, Denver.
Chas. E. ilobson, Denver.
George Powers, Denver
J. L. McDonell, Las Vegas.
Joe W. Merthein, Denver.
CORONADO.
L. P. Casselberry, Las Vegas.
S, P. Tracy, Das Vegas.
W. C. Doiighers, Las Vegas.
1). A. Hart, Alamosa.
Jno. T. Eamkson, Cerro.
Pablo A. Gonzales, Pecos.
Jno. M. Sanders, Alb iquerque.
Albert Panquas, Santa Rosa.
Alfred llerrera and wife, Denver.
PALACE.
John Sandbury, Denver.
Walter Birchlield, Haehita.
A. Mennet, Las Vegas.
If. S. lionney Denver.
D, Ilogodsoa, Cimarron.
A. It. Sadler, City.
C. A. Shepard, Loma.
W. C. Merritt, Claremont, Colo.
J. V. Williams, Phoenix.
In these days of high cost of living,
a medicine that gets a man up out of
bed and able to work in a few days is
a valuable and welcome remedy. John
Heath, Michigan Bar, Cal., had kidney
and bladder trouble, was confined to
his bed, unable to turn without help.
"I commenced using Foley Kidney
Pills and can truly say I was relieved
at, once." His example is worth fol-
lowing. Sold by all druggists.
NEAR A HEAVENLY MARRIAGE.
Lynn, Mass., June 10. A marriage
in an aeroplane high above Squantum
at Quincy Field will be solemnized if
Miss Gertrude M. Cobleigh can get a
preacher to go up in the air with her
and the young man. If she can't get
a preacher to tie the knot in an aero-
plane she will apply to Governor Foss
for a special permit to one of- t)he
aviators at the meet here.
The young man who is willing to
be led to the sky altar is William J.
O'Donnell, Jr., 19, rich and romantic.
Miss Cobleigh is also 19. She is an
amateur aviator and aspires to win-
ning a regular license before she is
20, thus becoming the youngest wom-
an aviator in the world.
HS NEW BATTLESHIP
STUCK IN MUD?
Philadelphia, Pa., July 1C The
new battleship Wyoming which left
Women who bear children and re-
main healthy are those who prepare
their systems In advance of baby s
coming. Unless the mother aids
nature In Its pre-nat- al work the crisis
finds her system unequal to the de-
mands made upon it, and she Is often
left with weakened health or chronic
ailments. No remedy Is so truly a
help to nature as Mother's Friend,
and no expectant mother should fall
to use It. It relieves the pain and
discomfort caused by the strain on
the ligaments, makes pliant and elas-
tic those fibres and muscles which
nature Is expanding, prevents numb
ness of limbs, and soothes the inflam
mation of breast glands. The system
being thus prepared by Mothers
Friend dispels the fear that the crisis
may not be safely met. Mother's
Friend assures a speedy and complete
recovery for the mother, and she Is
left a healthy woman to enjoy the
rearing of her
child. Mother's Mother'sFriend Is sold at
Jrug stores. FriendWrite for our free
book for expect
ant mothers which contains much
valuable Information, and many sug-
gestions ot a helpful nature.
BRADFIOD REGULATOR CO., AtluU. Ga.
Stamps.
Stamp Pad Ink, 25 cts per bottle.
PRINTING CO.
NEW MEXICO.
WE ARE THE
LEADERS IN
SHOES
FOR
MEN,
WOMEN
AND
CHILDREN
Our moderate price
and choice SHOES
have made a host of
friends for us, who
will gladly testify to
the satisfaction they
have in buying their
SHOES here.
LL THIS WEEK we are
8' n JJLji!e-eI?- !I
lad ya beautiful UoldHat
Pin, and to tjugentUimenji
handsome Watch Fob with
every purchase.
See
Our
Window
Display
showing these daysWE'RE
style that is cor-
rect and everything that is good
in shoes.
WHAT IS IT?
At the residence of Mr. Plumteaux,
uite a sensation was created and the
neighborhood much interested in a
ower that bloomed unexpectedly and
for the first time. The plant was set
out some years ago by Mrs. Plum
teaux, not knowing what it was, and
t has grown season by season but
not bloomed. Xo one seemed to
know what to name it.
ossibly Professor Burbank Has
been giving some silent treatment to
the plant unbeknown to the owners,
but be that as it may, a beautiful
white flower, with star shaped leaves
unfolded about six o'clock Sunday
uig'ht and remained out till midnight
when it closed. Whether it will not
bloom for a
.century again, or will ap-
pear during the life of the present
generation no one present was enough
o; a florist to determine, but the onoti- -
ing of the flower was a decided novel- -
ty and on account of its beauty and
seeming novelty it aroused a great
deal of interest.
X. J. Gorham, cashier Rank of
Woodville, Woodvi'le, .Ga., had a very
severe attack of kidney trouble and
the pains in his kidneys and back
were terrible. "I got a bottle of Foley
Kidney Pills from our druggist and
they entirely relieved me, I have more
benefit from them than any other
medicine." Sold by all druggists.
LETTER LIST.
List of letters remaining uncalled
for in the postoffice at Santa Fe, X.
M., for week ending July 13. 1912.
It not called for within two
weeks they will be sent to the dead!
letter office at Washington, D. C. v
Ala rid, Juanito.
Atencio M. Jossie. ;
Beck, Mrs. Josepn. I
Bozeman, Mr. J. X. '
Carney, Mr. Al.
Connors, Miss.
Crissman, Mr. W. L.
Caldes Francisquita S. de.
Davidson, Mrs. L. M.
Dunlang, Mr. i .
Draughan, Mrs. Geo.
Duran, Mr. Daniel.
Foster, Miss Adina.
Feller, Jr., Mr. Herman.
Fleming, Mrs. John.
Forbes, Mr. Otto (2)
Groves, Mr. G. W.
Hess, Mr. and Mrs. Paul.
Irwin, Mr. and Mrs. J. F.
Kirkland, Mr. Vester.
King, Mr. T. M.
Kramer, Mr. C. S.
Lucero, Fidelino.
Lister, Mrs. J. M.
Magill, Mr. James.
May, Mr. Arthur.
Miller, N. S.
Magri, Mr. Domenico.
McMew, E. A.
Martinez, Mr. Cronon.
Martinez, Mr. Juan C.
Martinez, Mrs. Josefita Duran y
Montoya, Davia.
Orwelas, Sr., Don Ysidro.
Oswald, Mr. Howard (2)
Oneil, Mr. A. J.
Ortiz, Inasit-- .
Prada, Luna J.
Ramirez, Senor Jesus.
Romero, Geronima.
Romero, Mr. Marianita L.
Rodriguez, A.
Slovan, A. E.
Schmitz, Miss Irene.
Stoops, M. J.
Thompson, Mr. Eugene.
Smith, Master Donald.
Stewart, Mr. Frank.
Thien, Miss Anne.
Thornton, Mr. Lombert.
Thornton, Mr. J. B.
Terry, Mr. B. C.
Tinsley.'Mr. W. M.
Trujillo, Eufrasio.
Velarde, Mr. Matias.
Valdez, Miss Juanlta.
Wells, Miss Louise.
In calling for these letters please
state whether advertised or not.
E. a BURKE,
Postmaster
Every Woman
U interested and should knownil about the wonderfulsi I MARVEL Whirling SprayThe new vaginal Syringe.tt most convenient. Itcleanses Instantly.
Ask your druggist for i
If he cannot supply
MARVEL, accept no other?
but send stamp for Illustrated
book sealed. It gives full particu mi alars and directions invaluable to ladles.
THE PARROT IS HEIR.
Rochester, X. Y., July 10. Clara
lile, a wealthy spinster whose estate
in the town of Riga, near Rochester,
is a show place of the county willed
Kill acres and $;0,000 to found a mod
el farm for the benefit of persons
who may wish to study agriculture in
a practical way. The will directs the
organization of a corporation with a
board of managers, to include the
master of the Riga garage, the su-
pervisor of the town and the chair-
man of the county board of supervi-
sors.
Miss Ule left the income of $2,300
to a person to be selected by the
executors, who will care for her par-
rot, Capt. Flint. "Rattlesnake Pete"
Gruber, who cured the bird of a dis-
temper, will be appointed guardian of
the bird. He says Capt. Flint will
live 50 years more, barring sickness
ami accident.
Miss Ide's will directs that her sad
dle horse Pollux be cared for by t!he
model farm corporation, and that ho
be buried alongside Castor, another
favorite horse already dead, and she
orders that the ground shall never be
plowed in the part of the farm known
as the horse cemetery.
CONQUEST OF AIR
IS GERMAN HOPE
MORE THAN MILLION DOLLARS IN FUND
TO BUILD GREATEST AERIAL NAVY IN
HISTORY GF WORLD FOR KAISER'S
ARMY.
Berlin, July 10. Germany's public
subscription for the creation of the
largest aerial fleet in the world now
figures up something like one and a
quarter million dollars. France set
the pace in what Baroness Bertha von
Suttner, the aged leader of the world's
peace movement, has termed "barbar-
izing the air," but has been outdis-
tanced by her rival for a fund that is
to carry power and glory into the air.
With a start of several weeks the
French have been passed by the Ger-
mans, whose fund is now about one- -
third larger than that of France.
The stake is the "supremacy of the
air." The rivalry ttiat so long exist-
ed between the military forces on
land between Germany and France, it
is said, has passed to Germany long
ago and can hardly be wrested from
it, by reason of the vast difference in
the population of the two countries.
Apparently, resigned to that, France
turned and hoped that superior gen
ius might give it control of the air
as England has of the sea. A cam-
paign of public contributions to an
aerial fleet fund was launched with
enthusiasm, characteristically French.
A few weeks later a similar appeal
was made in Germany and it was said
that German pride would not permit
France to raise a greater sum. There
was less enthusiasm than on the
other side of the Rhine hut more
method and system. Each city
wanted an aerial craft named after
it and the municipality got busy in
seeing that a snug sum was raised.
Some of the radical papers complain-
ed that some of the contributions
were not always "voluntary," but no-
thing was brought out to indicate
pressure. The Socialist organs
fought the idea and it is not likely
that the one and one-quart- million
dollar fund contains many marks from
the four million Social Democrats.
The development of aerial naviga-
tion in Germany, as elsewhere, has
been given a new turn and a new im-
petus by the tendency to shape it for
military rather than peaceful commer-
cial purposes. A small coterie ot
peace propagandists, headed by Bar-
oness von Suttner, are protesting
against "barbarizing the air," by mak-
ing it the means ot raining death and
destruction on the earth. They de-
mand that the powers renew the for-
mer agreement not to drop explosives
from aerial crafts. But the peace
propagandists stand little chance of
being heard. No effort is made that
the development of aerial engines of
warfare will go on until the peace of
J
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It will not pay you to waste your
tiem writing out your legal form
When vou can set. them nlreadv t,
If you use embossed stationery, you
can do no better than placing your or.
der with the New Mexican Printing
prices will be quoted upon request
Our styles and '.oraas are strictly up
to data.
Omaha 46 39
Sioux City 40 39
Denver 45 40
Wichita 43 44
Ies Moines 40 42
Lincoln 33 47
Topeka 32 49
eastbound.
Returning arrive Santa Fe at 8:35
p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 8:50 p. m. to
with No. 8 eastbound and No. S
westbound.
Returning, arrive at Santa Fs, 11: B0
p. m.
Passengers for the Belen cut-of-f
and Pecos Valley points shouii now
leave at 3:30 p. m. instead of 7 20 a
heretofore. Connection leaves Albu
querque at 7:55 p. m. instead of 2:21
a. m.
and Jackson and is leading America.!
League batting with a percentage of
.4u6 according to figures made public
here today. Cobb's nearest rival U
Speaker, who has an average of .393
ed at the New Mexican Printing
Company.
riME TABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAIN
The following are the tima table
of the local railroads:
"A. T. & S. F. Ry."
Leave
8:10 a. m., to connect w.th No. a
westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12:10
p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
connect with No. 1 westbound and No.
Z eastbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 P. va
Santa Fe at 6:20 p. ni. to co
nect with No. 7 westboun 1 and No. 4
D. & i. G. Ry.
Leaves 10:05 a. m. for north.
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north.
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL RY
Leave 12:45 p. 21., connects with
No. 4 east and 1 south and west.
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connection!
from No. 3 east.
YOUR SALESMAN may speak to twenty persons a day
praising: your wares. l& jBtiwis xuu
YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the NEW MEXICAN speaks
to thousands every day. IT IS BOUND TO BRING YOU
BUSINESS.
THE SUBSCRIBERS to the local paper are the prosper-
ous people of your town. THEY ARE THE PEOPLE WHO
BUY l
YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the local paper helps to
build the town. The outside 'judges Santa Fe by the advertise-
ments in its local papers.
It is a BUSINESS MAXIM universally accepted that Ad-
vertising pays. That i3, if it is done right.
PEOPLE READ ADVERTISEMENTS. Let the "New
Mexican" place in its most obscure column that you are selling
suar at one cant a pound and your store tomorrow will not
hold its customers. Advertise calico at one cent a yard and
you will have to telegraph to your wholesale house for car-
load lots.
YOU CAN STIMULATE BUSINESS BY ADVERTISING.
Today no business will increase permanently unless by some
method of advertising. The fool in his heart will say that
there is no virtue in advertising but the wise man knows that
the fool is deceiving himself.
AN ADVERTISEMENT in the "New : Mexican" . DRAWS
LIKE A POROUS PLASTER. It cannot fail if it advertises the
right goods at the right price.
THE NON-PROGRESSI- MERCHANT is noted by the
fact that his advertisement does not appear in the local papers.
The sheriff has an eye on his business and his credit mult be
poor.
LAST YEAR, the "New Mexican" took in $12,000 in sub-
scriptions. The readers who had that much for the local paper
have as much for your store but you must let them know that
you are doing business, where, and how you are doing it
THE ADVERTISING RATES in the "New Mexican" are
but a fraction of the rates in other cities. It is untrue that you
cannot afford to advertise; the fact is when you feel that you
cannot afford to advertise, you cannot afford NOT to advertise.
In the spring of 1910 the White Sj
made the long trip to the coast, and
had a bad year that season. .However,
Comiskey did not put the blame on
the training trip and believes the
Pacific slope an ideal spot to train.
CHASE TO WHITE SOX.
New York, July 16 There were
persistent rumors here last night that
Hal Chase, the one-tim- e star first
baseman of the New York American
league club and former manager of
the club, will be traded to the Chicago
Americans.
It is said President Comiskey is
willing to give Infielder Zeider, a pit-
cher and a considerable sum in cash
for Chase. Chase has not been
going well this year, in fact, he is
having his poorest year since break-
ing into the big league. At present
Sterrett, the former Princeton catch-
er, is playing such a good game t
first that Chase could be let go with
out perceptibly weakening the team.
President Ben Johnson is in New-Yor-
and is said to be here in an ef
fort to find out what is ail!ng the N?w
York Americans.
ONE MORE PENNANT.
Manager Frank Chance of the Chi-
cago Cubs wants to win another pen-
nant before he retires. Not a strange
ambition, by any means, but Chance
should know the difficulties which
surround such a proposition. It must
be plain to him that before he can
land another flag he must rebuild his
entire team. Ball players do not last
forever, and it is a gamble when you
try to build up.
Really only a small percentage of
the young players who come up
make good, and when the great
amount of competition is taken into
consideration, there being sixteen
major league clubs, all anxious to
strengthen, it must he plain that a
single club's chances to build up a
new ball team are rather slim.
It is questionable whether tihere is
another instance where so many
young players of ability have been
picked up by a single club in the
course of a year or so as has been
the case in Washington this soap in
That may not happen again in a dec-
ade, so that Chance may have to live
a long while and remain identified
with the game in order to realize ihis
ambition.
TODAY'S GAMES.
AMERICAN.
At Boston R. H. E.
Boston 7 9 l
Detroit 2 6 1
Batteries: Collins and Carrigan;
Moran, Stanage and Onslow.
' At Washington R. H. E.
WasTTington 7 9 2
Chicago 2 6 2
Batteries: Johnson, Ainsmith; Pe-
ters. Bell, Benz, Lang and Kuhn.
(Game called end of eighth to per-
mit Chicago to catch train.)
New York (1st .game) R. H. E.
New York l 6 0
St. Louis 5 9 l
Batteries: Warhop and Sweeney;
Bumgardner, and Krickell, Stephens.
NATIONAL.
At Pittsburg R. H. E.
Pittsburg 5 12 1
Brooklyn 4 8 0
Batteries: Cole, Robinson and Sim-so-
Vingling, Rucker and Miller. 10
innings.
Chicago. R. H. E.
Chicago 3 6 4
New York 1 7 3
.Batteries: Lavender and Archer;
Tesreau and Meyers.
Cincinnati. R. H. E.
Cincinnati
.0 4 2
Philadelphia 5 13 0
Batteries: Suggs, Davis and Mc-
Lean; Alexander and Dooin.
New York at Chicago, clear, 3 p.
m.
Philadelphia at Cincinnati, cloudy,
3 p. m.
Brooklyn at Pittsburg, cloudy, 3 p.
m.
AMERICAN.
St. Louis at New York, clear, two
games, 2 and 4 p. m.
Detroit at Boston, clear 3:15 p. m.
Cleveland at Philadelphia, clear
3:30 p. m.
Chicago at Washington, clear, 3 p.
m.
At New York (2nd game) R. H. E.
New York 1 7 2
St. Louis 3 8 2
Batteries: Davis and Sweeney;
Hamilton and Stephens.
At Philadelphia R. H. E.
Philadelphia 5 10 2
Cleveland 2 10 0
Batteries: Houck and Thomas;
Steen, Gregg, and Livingston.
ASSOCIATION.I
Louisville at Kansas City, rain, 3:30
p. m.
Toledo at Minneapolis, two games,
clear, 2 and 4 p. m.
Columbus at St. Paul, clear, 3 p. m.
STANDING OF THE CLUBS.
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
Won. Lost. Pet.
New York 58 19 . 753
'Chicago 47 28 .627
Pittsburg 45 31 .592
Cincinnati 41 40 .506
Philadelphia 34 3S .472
St. Louis 34 49 .410
Brooklyn 30 48 .38o
Boston 22 59 .272
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
New Mexican Want Ads fcrlnpi
results every time.
- s
$5.50
Round Trip From
Santa Fe to Mountainair,
July 19th to August 2nd, 1912.
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL.
isusiJiiaa. m
I
m
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.541
.536
.535
.48S
.427
.395
MARKETS.
ST. LOUIS METAL.
St. Louis, Mo., July 16. Lead quiet
4.65; spelter quiet 7.057.15.
NEW YORK COTTON.
New York, N. Y., July 16. Cotton
spot closed quiet. Middling uplands
12.45; middling gulf 12.70. No sales.
MONEY AND STOCKS.
New York, N. Y., July 16. Call
money 23; prime paper 3
Mexican dollars 4S; copper 16.75
17.25; tin 43.9044.20; silver 59
lead 4.60(.75; Amalgamated 82
sugar 128 Atchison 107 Gt.
Northern 135 New York Central
114 Northern Pacific 120; Read-
ing 163; Southern Pacific 109
Union Pacific 165 steel 69
si eel, pfd. Ill
KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK.
Kansas City, Mo., July 16. Cattle
Receipts 8,000 including 200 south-
erns. Market steady. Native steers
$6.S09.65; southern steers $4.50
7.00; southern cows and heifers $3.25
(J5.65; native cows and heifers $3.25
(LiS.50; stockers and feeders $4.25
7.00; bulls $3.75 5.50; calves $4. SOW
S.00; western steers $5.806.60;
western cows $3.25 6.00.
Hogs Receipts 9,000. Market
5c higher. Bulk of sales $7.357.55;
heavy $7.35 7.45; packers and butch-
ers $7.407.60; lights $7.357.55;
pigs $6.007.65.
Sheep Receipts 5,000. Market
steady, weak. Muttons $3.504.50;
lambs $5.50(fT 7.40; young wethers and
yearlings $4.005.50; range ewes
$3.504.15.
CHICAGO LIVESTOCK.
Chicago, 111., July 16. Cattle Re-
ceipts 2,500. Market slow. Beeves
5.509.55; Texas steers 5.007.15;
western steers 5.907.60; stockers
and feeders 3.80?? 6.30; cows and hei-
fers 2.607.70; calves 5.606.75.
Hogs, receipts 11,000. Market
strong to 5c above yesterday's aver-
age. Light 7.20 7.62 mixed
$7.107.67 heavy $6.95 7.62
hogs 6.957.15; pigs 5.507.35;
bulk of sales $7.35 7.65.
Sheep Receipts 1S.000. Market
dull. Native $3.15 5.25; western
$3.405.25; yearlings $4.155.15;
lambs, native $4.007.25; western
$4.257.23.
CHICAGO GRAIN.
Chicago, 111., July 16 Crop condi-
tions that it would be difficult to im-
prove today resulted in forcing the
wheat market to another lower level.
The opening here ranged from lc low-
er to a shade advance. September
started at 961-27-8- varying from
decline to a gain of one six-
teenth and dropped to 95 July
fell 2c to 99c.
Both longs and shorts unloaded
corn. Septembers opened 8 to 2
lower at 671-- 2 to 67 touch-
ed 67 and then descended to 66 S
Oats ruled heavy in consequence
of the weakness of other grain. Sep-
tember started 4 to off at
33 to 341-8- c and sagged to
38
A lighter run of hogs led to firm-
ness at the outset in the provision
market but the depression of cereals
acted later as more than an offset.
Initial transactions were from 5c low
er to a like amount up with Septem-
ber delivery 18.121-- 2 to 1S.15 for
pork; 10.571-- 2 for lard and 10.42 1"
It 10.47 2 for ribs.
WALL STREET.
New York, July 16. Further im-
provement was made by stocks in the
early part of today's session.
As on the previous day, the mote
nient embraced a majority of the spec
ulative favorites, nearly all of which
rose nearly a point, with Great North-
ern preferred, the conspicuous fea-
ture. Reading, Steel and Amalgamat-
ed again were in demand, as well as
such minor shares as Agricultural
Chemical and Pittsburg Coal, prefer-
red. The chief factor today was the
favorable news from the agricultural
districts, especially the northwest.
of the bank statement,
bringing relaxed money rates, also
was helpful.
Bonds were steady. Atlantic coast
line, and such specialties as Central
Leather, American Malting preferred,
Biscuit, Harvester and Pacific Tele-
phone, made material gains at mid-
day, while Long Island, Rock Island,
preferred, Tennessee copper, and
Standard Milling were down 1 to 2 2
points.
The market closed strong. The list
became stagnant in the last hour,
leading stocks recording no material
changes but with gains exceeding a
point in Illinois Central, 'Republic
Steel preferred, and Texas com-
panies.
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS.
Chicago, 111., July 16 Wheat, July
99 Sept. 961-8- .
Corn, July 72 Sept. 671-8l--
Oats, July 42 Sept. 33
Pork, July 17.75.
Lard, July 10.371-2- .
Ribs, July 10.35.
BOSTON WOOL.
Boston, Mass., July 16. The de-
mand for domestic wool continues
along well distributed lines while
values hold steady with a higher ten-
dency. Ohio wools from washed de-
laine to one quarter blood are moving
unsatisfactorily, whi'e the territory
stock" is also claiming attention. New
washed delaine brings 34c while fine
territory staples sells for 63 to 65c
clean.
Considerable Texas wool has been
sold to arrive eight months bringing
55c and twelve months 60c on a clean
basis. Trading in California remains
quiet.
Subscribe for the Santa Fe New
Mexican, the paper that boosts all of
the time and works for the upbuild-lu-g
of our new Stat.
WOLGAST STALLS
SAYS LEVY WHO
MAKES OFFER
RIVERS SO ANXIOUS FOR BATTLE ON
LABOR DAY, HE IS CROWDING CHAMP.
BOTH MEN HOWEVER WANT MORE
MONEY THAN M'CAREY SEES INIT.
Los Angeles, July 16. The contro-
versy between Ad Wolgast and Joe
Rivers reached the boiling point
when Joe Levy, manager tor Rivers,
issued a statement declaring that un-
less the champion within forty-eigh- t
hours declares himself regarding a
return match he will claim the title
for his Mexican protege. Levy de-
mands an end to quibbling and im-
mediate signing of articles, and of-
fers to bet $5,000 at prevailing odds.
Levy discredits the champion's claim
of three broken bones in his left
wrist.
Replying to the challenge Wolgast
Waxed angry and said: "River's
challenge through Levy's statement is
the greatest outburst of hot air ever
sprung by a loser. This streak of yel-
low need not be afraid he won't get
another fight. And I" beat him be-
fore the limit is reached. I will bet
on that, too.
" I will sign for my fights when-
ever I get ready. I happen to be the
champion, and no one shall dictate to
me what I shall do."
"Wolgast has little to say regarding
McCarey's offer for the proposed La-
bor Day battle. It 5s understood that
he is demanding terms that the pro-
moter has refused to meet
With both fighters holding out for
more money than Promoter Tom y
will pay the return match be-
tween Ad Wolgast and Joe Rivers
on Labor Day is farther than ever
from being assured.
McCarey conferred today with the
managers of both fighters. Each as
usual) expressed willingness to close
the match, but each as usual refused
to sign at the figure offered by Mc-
Carey, which, by the way, is being
kept a dark secret.
McCarey declares he will not give
In, and both Manager Jones for the
champion and Manager Levy for Riv-
ers apparently are as obdurate. Levy
iv seriously considering the offer of
Billy Gibson of New York to take bis
Mexican to Gotham for a battle with
Leach Cross. It is possible that he
will accept this offer unless he closes
with McCarey early next week.
Here ,for instance, is what Rivers
has to say:
"I hope I get -- nofher chance at Ad
Wolgast, for I sincerely believe I am
his master. I was robbed of the
championship title, as the majority of
the fans in the arena will admit, and
with a fair referee in the ring I be-
lieve I would win.
"I was not knocked out but was hit
a foul blow belo wthe belt. Wolgast
was dealt a perfectly fair blow that
sent him to the floor. If he had not
been assisted to his feet, which is not
alowed, he would have been counted
out. I can't see how I could get any
worse than a 'no contest' out of it,
considering the fac that I was fouled
and Wolgast was fairly knocked out.
"I felt no ill effects after the fight
and could get in shape easily for
another battle any time it is schedul-
ed. Labor Day is perfectly satisfac-
tory to both Levy and myself, and
if we can come to terms on an equit-
able basis, I fully believe that on that
day I will prove my right to the
world's lightweight title and my clear
superiority over Wolgast."
"Rivers and I will look for no other
bouts or accept any theatrical engage-
ments till we find out whether we can
have a return battle with Wolgast."
Joe Levy stated yesterday. "We are
ready to put our John Hancocks on
the papers at any time. Judging from
the line of talk the others have been
handing out, they are ready, too, so we
will wait a few days to see if they
come through.
"Joe lost the fight through no fault
of his, for he should have had the
decision, and naturally we want a
chance to get what we think is com-
ing to us. Joe did not cop the cham-
pionship title beeaus of a decision
that Wolgast backers will admit was
unjust. Give the boy another crack
at it, and he will have a world's title
tacked after his name.
"My boy knocked Wolgast out; he
can do it again, and he can do it
quicker than on July 4. Welch will
not referee the bout, for he is not
leing considered either by McCarey
or myself, and I do not believe the
public would stand for him. Give us
another chance, with some other re-
feree in charge, and see what hap-
pens."
Ad Wolgast yesterday reiterated
his positive statements that he will
take on the Mexican at any time. The
additional day's time to think things
over only seemed to make the
champion more emphatic in
his avowed belief that "there will be
nothing left of this Mex after I mix
ten rounds with him."
"I have $50,000 waiting to bet with
these guys who are shouting that Riv-
ers can make a showing against me,"
remarked the Dutch wonder. "I want
a side-be- t and the bigger it is the
better. I'll lay every cent I can lay
my bands on, and none of you folks
need worry about my being broke."
COBB IN THE LEAD AGAIN.
Chicago, July 16. Ty Cobb, the
Georgia Peach, has passed Speaker
Jackson of Cleveland is third, three
points behind Speaker.
In the club batting the Red Sox leid
with a percentage of .280, the Ath-
letics are second with .276 and .the
Tigers third with .272.
FIGHT DOPE.
According to the Albuquerque fight
fans, Mark Levy, of the Xew Mexico
A. C, has a letter from Harry Forbes
champ of the world
asking for a fight with Benny Chaves.
It is believed, however, that Levy will
not take on Forbes offer as Forbes,
while once a real fighter, is not in old
form and probably would repeat a ban-
tam edition of the Las Vegas fiasco.
Droupe Jones, a gent of color from
Kansas, who whipped a couple of Ros-we- ll
amateurs last Saturday night
wants a match. Director Levy is
trying to steer him against Lefty
Jones of the Duke City.
A NEW SLIGHT HOPE.
Xew York, July 16. A new white
hope from Oklahoma is to make his
debut in New York next month. He is
Jesse Willard and he comes eastward
with a sweeping challenge to all com-
ers. His fighting possibilities remain
to be tested, but it is evident that his
physical equipment is adequate, for
he stands six feet six inches in his
stockings, weighs something over 230
pounds and is lively enough to do
a hundred yards in eleven seconds.
MAY GO EAST.
Chicago, July 16. That Joe Rivers
the sensational Mexican lightweight,
may be seen in these parts shortly was
the hope of fight fans today, aroused
by the announcement of Joe Levy,
Rivers' manager, that in the event of
his failure to secure a battle with
Wolgast on the coast for labor day he
will bring the lad east.
CARL MORRIS, TOO.
New York, July 16. Carl Morris,
the giant Oklahoma fighter, who
knocked out Con Comiskey, the huge
Chicago battler, in record time at
Sapulpa, his home town, is going to
start for this city at once, according
tc word received early today. He
won't be contented until he hooks up
with Luther McCarthy, the big west-
erner who put him away in six
rounds. Morris is confident that the
recent defeat was a fluke and that ihe
can knock McCarthy out in another
trial. Morris will train at the new
Polo Athletic association under the
direction of his eastern representa-
tive, Bill Newman, upon his arrival
in this city.
MACK'S PITCHERS WEAK.
Followers of the Athletics are any-
thing but happy over the result of
the setto with the Red Sox, in which
the Jake Stahl aggregation annexed
four out of the six games played. Man
to man, no one would dare to say that
the Red Sox is a better ball club
than the Athletics. The real truth,
however, is that the Hub squad is
going in great style and the Athletics
are not. The reason for the fail-
ure of the Athletics to show better
can be found in the pitchers. The
staff is not showing its old time form.
No club can do without pitchers at
least it can not expect to land on
top. The Mackmen are a good enough
club to be well to the front with any
old kind of a staff, but capturing the
top honors with that same flinging
corps is an entirely different matter.
Manager Frank Chance of tlhe Cubs
proclaims Jake Daubert of the Super-ba- s
the best of all first basemen. As
Frank was a classy performer at the
first station, his opinion should
count.
DETROIT RELEASES PITCHER
SUMMERS.
Detroit, Mich., July 16. Pitcher
Summers, one of the veterans of the
Detroit Americans, has been released
to the Providence Club of the Inter-
national League.
EASY FOR O'TOOLE.
The national league sluggers do not
bother Marty O'Toole. Looking back
over the records, one finds that he
lias had an easy time of it with such
men as Zimmerman and Schulte of
the Cubs. Bescher, Hoblitzell and
Mitchell of the Reds, Konetchy and
Evans of the Cardinals and Sweeney
of the Boston Braves. In one game
Zimmerman found Marty for two
triples, but a different style of pitch-ir- g
made Heinie his strikeout victim
like the rest. All of the above hit-
ters are terrors to any pitcher, but
they have been easy strikeout pick
ing for O'Toole. Only one slugger
in the league has had much luck
with Marty's delivery. He is Sher
wood Magee of the Phillies.
NEW PITCHER FOR BROWNS.
A new pitcher has been captured
by the St. Louis Browns. He Is a
collegian, Right Hander Adams, and
hails from the Albright college of
Pa. Adams was discovered
by Professor Charles S. Keichner, one
of Colonel Hedges' unknown scouts in
the east, and is due to report to Boss
Stovall immediately.
Adams' fame was gained a few
weeks ago when he pitched two
games in one day, morning and after-
noon, and accomplished the feat of
striking out thirty-tw- o batters, six-
teen per show. Keichner Is the one
who picked up First Baseman Ed.
Miller. If Adams is as worthy as
his namesake "Bate" of the Pirates,
and can whiff sixteen every time he
pitches, then the Browns have the
wonder of wonders.
MAY TRAIN ON COAST,
Chicago, July 16. The White Sox
probably will establish permanent
training quarters on the Pacific coast.
For the past two years the Sox have
invaded Texas, but President Charles
A. Comisky has communicated with
J. Cal Ewing of the San Francisco
tclub to pick out a site.
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Great Bargains
-- IN-
UNITED STATES BANK & TRUST CO.
CAPITAL 850,000 00
Goes a General Banking Business
MILLINERY
the balance of this month
Week of Special Values
ON ALL OUR STOCK OF SUMMER GOODS
Including Plain and Fancy Lawns, Batistes,
Mercerized Foulards, Parasols, etc.
COMPARE PRICES AND YOU WILL BUY HERE
SRE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY.
Your Patronage Solicited MRS. W. LINDHAROT,
125 Palace Ave.
report a good time and fair fishing.
Do you need anything in the clothes
line, or rather want, as need is out
of the question? This is for both
men and women to answer. If the
answer is "yes," jio to Salmon's and
you will get the risht thing at the
right price. If the answer is "no"
go there anyway and look around.
Pandora's Box, a comedy well worth
seeing at the Elks' tonight.
History Now on Sale B. M Head's
Illustrated History of New Mexico, just
from press, is now for sale and may
be ordered directly from the author,
or through the New Mexican Printing
Company. Price $10.
Edward R. .lones, attorney at law,
and his family will arrive in Santa
Fe July 30th from Muskogee, Okla-
homa, and will remain for the sum-
mer. They will occupy tbc bungalow
Dr. Sloan. This, in itself, insures
them a delightful season, as the
charming location and artisitc ar-
rangement of the Sloan home is diffi- -
PERSONALS
D. Hodgson of Cimarron, is a Capi-
tal visitor.
Just received a fresh lot of salt
bricks for your horse and cow at
GOEBELS.
D. A. Hart is here from Alamosa for
a few days.
See Pathe's Weekly at the Elks' to-
night. It's good.
Dr. and Mrs. llewett came in todav
from El Paso.
Walter Birchfield is in the city from
Hachita, X. M.
Rexal'l Special traveler's package
stationery and fountain pen, one dol-
lar. This week only at Fischer Drug
Co.
Pablo A. Gonzales is in the city
from the Pecos.
Mrs. V. H. Brown vill not be at
home this week.
Ice cream pure and delicious. Served
H. F STEPHENS, Cashier,
Asst. Cashier
LAUGH LI N
, President
W. E. GRIFFIN JULIUS H. GERDES
Incorporated 1903 t;Established J856
HOW DO THESE at our fountain in any way you want it. cult to surpass. The doctor was hi
will make shipment from Deming with-
in the next few days.
The ball game between Lordsburg
and Deming yesterday afternoon on
the Deming grounds resulted in fa-
vor of Lordsburg by a score of 3 to
2,
Colonel L. J. Carter and daughter,
Mrs. Louise Carter Seymour, went to
Siiver City this morning for a short
visit.
J. W. Robertson, manager of the
Nan ranch, returned from a two days'
business trip to El Paso this morning.
A. 11. Snyder went to El Paso this
morning on business.
Snyder Bros.' jewelry store will be
moved from its present location on
Gold avenue into the new Baker
building opening on Spruce street the
first of next month.
W. M. Cowan returned to his home
in Guyedan, La., this morning. Mr.
Greatly Reduced Prices
own arcnitect in tun construction oi
his bungalow and he has proven that
Vhen he gets through doctoring ho
can take up architecturing.
Sale Agents in New Mexico for
Or delivered to your home. Zook's.
Miss Thomas of Kansas City, is a
visitor in Santa Fe.
W. E. Johnson of El Paso, is a busi-
ness visitor here today.
J. L. McDonald, of Las Vegas, is a
business visitor here today.
W. C. Merritt of Claremont, Co- -
t
STRIKE YOU? BEAUTIFUL, STYLISH, SERVICAPLE.
LADIES MUSLIN UiERWEiR mtrSS"The Famous Cake Box Mixture." Wej have it in four sizes. Zook's Pharmacy.David Miller, who retired yester- -lcrado, is a Santa re visitor. j d.,y from tne position of capitol cus- -Midsummer and early fall felt hats to(lian lPaves behind a record of effl-a- t
Miss Mugler's. Southeast corner Lipnt ' , faitliful service of which
Children's Wash Suits, -
Gulden's Summer Dresses,
50c up
50c up of Plaza. ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS GO.both he and his friends have reasonto feel proud. His knowledge of the
mechanical requirements was of
great value and he coa'd do most
Albert Panqtias of Santa Rosa, is
a visitor in the city for a few days.
J. W. Williams an insurance man oi j Cowan will return here next fall and
1 Men's B. V. D. Underwear I
V if
at 40c Per Garment.
Porus Knit at 75c a Suit
Fine new line of Men's Knit Silk Ties, CAr
Regular 75c Values, for
Phoenix, Arizona, is here for a short
visit.
Again tonight at the Elks' Pathe's
Weekly.
A. Mennett well known Las Vegas
salesman, spent today calling upon
his patrons in the city.
A meeting of the V. C. T. V. was
held this afternoon at 2 o'clock at the
St. John's M. E. church.
Do your light cooking by Electric-
ity, it is safer. People's Electric
Supply Co.
L. P. Casselberry, S. P. Tracy, W.
C. Doughers formed a party that came
in last night from Las Vegas.
Mrs. E. J. McLeen who spent last
week with her sister, Mrs. Palen. re-
turned to her home in Denver on Sat-
urday.
A. Staab, who with his son, Julius,
anything from overhauling a sick boil-
er to making a key for any office door
in the building. David has been of-
fered a position carrying fifty dollars
per month above the salary he had
been receiving, and has in addition
to any other work the care of his gar-
den and orchard both of which are
furnishing products which never go
begging in the Santa Fe markets.
FOR SALE One gray horse, 5
years ' old. Guaranteed absolutely
sound. Will drive single, double, sad-
dle or pack. Weight 1100. Box 121
Santa Fe.
Mrs. T. J. Mabry, wife of state sen-
ator T. J. Mabry of Clovis, who has
been ill in Santa Fe for some days is
reported in a critical condition this
afternoon and may not survive tic
night.
Did you get one of those Rexall spe-
cials. This week only one dollar
package stationery and fountain pen,
begin the development of laud which
he purchased while here.
11. B. Barrier of Mt. Pleasant, Tex-
as, is here prospecting.
J. M. Stivers of Oklahoma City,
i'3 here looking for a location.
F. M. See of Ft. Stockton, Texas, is
here on business.
H. II. Jacobs has just had installed
a 2o horse power Wagner pump to
operate his American centrifugal
pump. His well delivered on its ini-
tial test 700 gallons per minute. It is
located 5 miles west of town.
Jew Upton is in Deming today,
and reports a fine rain at Whitewater
yesterday afternoon. He also brings
news of his lather's, Senator J, N.
Upton, being thrown violently from
his horse last Saturday, sustaining
numerous injuries, the more serious
of which are a broken collar bone,
a wrenched shoulder and broken ribs.
The senator was accommodating a
neighbor by taking hint behind on his
horse from Spaulding station to his
home. A few hundred yards before
Scrim and Lace Curtains
Antiseptic Slop Jars, $4.50
THE AKERS-WAGNE- R FURNITURE CO.
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
Beautiful Patterns in all Co-
lors, all at Way-Dow- n Prices.LADIES' PARASOLS
SELIGIN BROS. COMPANY,
if
I
it
i
9
P. O. Box, 219. : : Phone 36.
has been in El Paso on business re-
turned today, Julius stopping off at
Albuquerque.
Charles M. Stauffer, general manag-
er of the New Mexican Printing com-
pany, returned today from a business
trip to El Paso.
Mrs. Moulton has not been as well
for the past week and therefor Mrs.
j Fischer Drug Co.
j WANTED 100,000 people to drink
the mineral, cool, clear water of the33 FIREFIRE INSURANCEAztec Spring. It can be procured reaching home, the horse suddenly
began pitching, throwing both men,
City, theand injuring the senator as above in-dicated. Mr. Upton is now at the We are offeringfor sale one of the HOMES on PalMimbres Hot Springs, under the care ace Avenue.most completeDr. Stovall.
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Palen will not be at home to callers
tomorrow afternoon.
Mrs. H. S. Shears, whose arm was
amputated as a result of a shot gun
wound, is resting easy today and her
recovery is looked for.
Montezuma Lodge, A. F. & A. M.
will hold a special communication
this evening at S o'clock when all
visiting brethren are invited to be
present.
BROTHER FABIAN
by applying to Mr. Henrk Krick, who
furnishes same to all the leading sa-
loons and drug stores in the city.
Why drink muddy water from the hy-
drant or pipes when you can drink
clear and beneficial water from the
Aztec Spring.
CAXDELARIO MARTINEZ,
Proprietor.
FOR SALE 10x2S -- threshing ma-
chine at bargain price. Address H.
H. Brook, Santa Fe, N. M.
The Akers-Wagn- Furniture Com-
pany have a very interesting change
SEVERELY INJURED.
If you contemplate purchasing a residence it
will pay you to enquire as to above of
JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
INSURANCE
SURETY BONDS -- REAL ESTATE
Improved and Unimproved Business, Residence
and Ranch Property. Land Grants, Timber
Lands and Mining Property. We have every-
thing in the line of First-Cla- ss Investments.
Well Known Teacher in Music Thrown
From Wagon on Picnic Trip and
His Ankle Severely Torn. Team
Runs Off Cliff.
Brpther Fabian of St. Michael's
The Sunset Gun a great Civil War LIABILITYHEALTHACCIDENTdrama, it's at the Elks' tonight.
There will be a meeting of
school board tonight and it is
college, is confined to his rooms suftiliejof advertisement in todays issue,
saidj There will be a special meeting to fering from a severe and painfull in-
jury resulting an accident whichthat J. H. Wagner of Las Cruces, willbe chosen as superintendent of the occurred on the scenic highway in '
the Santa Fe canyon on Saturday.city schools.
night at 8 o'clock of Montezuma
Lodge, No. 1, A. F. & A. M. to con-
fer the Fellow Craft degrees.AIl visit-
ing Masons are invited to attend.
His name was Jeff and he was
seated in the park, with his hat tipped
A picnic was held up the canyon and
alter tne pleasures ot tne day were
over the party started for Santa Fe,
O. C. WATSON & CO.
Phone, Red 189.
119San Francisco St., : : Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Brother Fabian and M. Xagel being to-
gether in a rig drawn by a span of
on one side and his pants tucked in
his river boots. Jeff is a lumberjack.
He became reminiscent. "It was like
SWEET PEAS
JAMES C. McCONVERY,
Phone. W 204. 415 Palace Avenue
mules. Just as they reached a point
a short distance this side of Monu
Joe Taylor took up his duties as
capitol custodian yesterday and seem-
ed to slip into the harness without
much difficulty. Joe acted as if he
had been there always.
It is a fact, and a matter of pride
with us that we sell strictly high
grade candy. We received a fresh as-
sortment today. Zook's.
Lieutenant J. K. Creamer, who left
in May for his station in the Phil'i-pine- s,
writes back that he longs for
S'inta Fe ac he is sweltering in a
this," he huskily began. ''Some years
ago I was skiddin' logs down in Ar- - ment rock, where the curves in the
road are sharp and the way narrow,kansaw. They paid me 21 coon
skins, and I stopped at a fork in the
roads called Dobbs Crossroads, where
there was a tavern, and there theyMULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers, 66-6- Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.
done sold hard cider. I called for a
jug of it and give 'em a coon skin,
and when I got the cider the change
heat 'i n.arks 128 in the s)i."i3.
J. W. Akers and I. Sparks returned
last evening from up the Brazos
where they had gone on a combina
a motorcycle, going at tremendous
speed, shot round a curve, driving
straight into the mule team, head on.
The impact drove the team backward
and they swung sharply about, over-
turning the wagon and throwing tJhe
occupants with great force against
the rocks. It was only good fortune
that prevented the precipitation of
men, team and wagon into the ravine
on the opposite side of the road. The
injuries were less serious than at
in
was three rabbit hides and a hammer
handle. Gosh," he concluded, "if
I had done had a buffalo hide I could
Next Door to Postoffice. tion business and pleasure trip. They
SILVERWARE AND JEWELRY.
Large assortment of the Best and Latest Patterns
STERLING SILVER.
Special and Staple Patterns of High Grade Table Silverware.
HAND DECORATED CHINA, WATCHES, CLOCKS.
Gold and Silver Filigree Jewelry in all the Patterns.
JEWELS AND PRECIOUS STONES.
a started a bank in that there coun
ty."
The handiest package of stationery first supposed. Brother Fabian hadH. S. KAUNE 8 GO.
Where Prices are Lowest
the ligaments about his ankle badly
torn and the cords of his leg severely
strained, while Nagel came out with
a sprained ankle. The rider of the
San Francisco ,
StreetH. C. YONTZ,Reliable Jewelerfor Safe Quality.
you ever saw, traveler's package and.
fountain pen, only one dollar at Fisch-
er Drug Co. This week only.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav-
ing all modern conveniences, includ-
ing electric light, steam heat and
baths, in the First National Bank-buildin-
Apply to F. M. Jones.
motorcycle whose name the wagon
occupants did not learn, did not lin
ger on the scene.
When Your Glasses Break
SEND THEM TO
TAUPERT, MFG. OPTICIAN,
EAST LAS VEGAS, N. M.
Lenses ground either to match broker ones
or to Occulists' Prescription.
The accident which was fortunately
no worse than it was, emphasizes the
AT TESUQLE, FORMER
importance of a code of signals for
use on the narrow parts of the high-
way where the curves are shot, the
places for signalling being plainly
marked by posts.
TRES HERMANOS
ZINC MINES.ARE
GOOD PRODUCERS
Will be at their LOWEST Dnring
Week Beginning STROBER and WELT- -FOR SALE
JV1ER RANCHES COM
and Week
FollowingJuly I MAYES
BINED. Sixty acres-we- ll
fenced. One-ha- lf under ditch. 600 fruit
trees, small fruits. Present owner must sell
owing to poor health. Inquire of
WORK RETURNED BY FIRST MAIL.
Deming, N. M July 16. Dr. S. D.
Swope recently employed Dan Hatha-
way as foreman of his Tres Herman-a- s
zinc and lead properties. Mr.
Hathaway ihas a force of men on the
ground and is sinking three shafts, all
of which are showing ore. At the
seventy-foo- t level on the Dona Susan
a drift of twelve feet in iron and
cchre with good open ground gives ev-
ery promise of a good body of ore.
A fine seam of galena in the bottom
We Strongly Advise Buying
for Preserving. 212 WTel.LEONARD,
City Property and Loans.
126-- 4 JLet us have your order
for full crate cr more three
days before wanted. The
oo ly way to get what you of another fifty foot shaft looks good,Mr. Hathaway is piling up some good
ore on the dump for early shipment. 5
A. K. SINGER, CHIROPODIST.
Here from ALBUQUREQUE for a few days.
Former Assistant and Successor to DR. H. L. POST.
CORNS, BUNIONS and INGROWING TOE NAILS
Treated Without Pain or Danger of Infection. Appoin-
tments Made to Call at the House.
want and have them nice
and fresh and at the right
price.
J. A. Maboney and associates have
READ'S:a quantity of zinc ore on the dump oftheir White Ash property in the Flori- -
INSURANCE
Fire, Life, Accident,
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.
REAL ESTATE
City Property, Farms,
Ranches, Orchards,
Land Grants, Etc
Surety Bonds
Of All Kinds.
LLUSTRATED HISTORY of NEW HEXRO
das. They are contemplating the
construction of a road to this proper-
ty as the present high-pric- e of zinc
warrants the working of the same, and
the marketing of the zinc carbonate
ores.
MONTEZUMA HOTEL, 5ANTA FE, N. M.
Our Vegetable Line Is
Always Complete.
We Have Our First Arrival of
CANTALOUPES
The most accurate and best written history of the State, giving the de-
tails of the struggles and danger of the early Spanish settlers up to the
present era. It is the history of facts concerning New Mexico, as Mr. Read
is in possession of the original documents that in themselves are priceless
Frank Wyman has a force of men
at work at the Victoria camp. One
man is breaking several tons of "high treasures. Over eight hundred pages oouno in large $10.00readable type,grade lead carbonates each day, andMr. Wyman is now a regular shipper
to the El Paso smelter. He also ship
From Imperial Valley. They Are Fine.
$ ETDQT.r-- t A CO uxri' ornirirp 'iJ.1. H . a. v W r m M T SPECIAL PRICES TO EDUCATORS, INSTITUTIONS, ETC.THE HISTORY OF EDUCATION IN NEW MEXICO
A Concise Hi tory of the Important Part that Education Meant to the Settlement
and growth of Our State. By Mr. Read, In a paper-boun- pham- - - Cen t S
let, something that should be In every home In the State. Price, '
Leave your orders at the New Mexican office, or address the
author, BENJAMIN M. READ, Santa Fe.
H. S. KAUNE S CO. Telephone 194 W Room 24I For Hire at Popular Prices Buggies and Saddle Horses.CORRICK'S HACK LINE ::: THEODORE CORRICK .Pron'r
ped a car of high grade zinc ore last
week to Iola, Kan. He has more of
this ore which he will probably mar-
ket while the price of zinc is so sat-
isfactory, i
G. M. Sadler, who la working the old
Silver Cave mine under lease, has
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,$ Phone Black 9. Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality several cars of ore on the dump, and SANTA FE,- - - - NEW MEXICO.
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SANTcJI FE NEW MEXICAN The Switzerland of America.THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
Oldest Daily in the Southwest and Only Daily at State Capital.
NEW MEXI CAN REVIEW.
aKes Specialty of Mining, Political and Industrial News. Goes to Every
Post Office of State. $2.00 a Year.
EL NUEVO MEXICANO.
Larger Circulation Than Any Other Spanish Paper In United States. $2.50
a Year.
ERONSON CUTTING President
i WIGHT GIDDINGS Editor
WILLIAM F. BROGAN Associate Editor
CHARLES M. STAUFFER General Manager
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF SANTA FE
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.
Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any money-transmitti- ng
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on con-
signments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consist-
ent with sound banking.
OFFICERS.
R. J. PALEN, President. J. B. READ. Cashier.
L. A. HUGHES, t. F. McKANE, Assistant Cashier.
VALLEY RANCH ACTIVITIES. Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Coors, Clovis,
Ralfe H. Wingo, Danville, Ky.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. Daily, per quarter, by carrier. .$1.50
Daily, per year, by mail oM Weekly, per year 2.00
Daily, six months, by mail $2.50 Weekly, six months 1.00
Dai'y, per quarter, by mail $1.25 Weekly, per quarter 50
Or- -Minor Meriweather, Jr., New
Buell McKeever, Chicago, 111.
Mrs. S. Neustadt, Albuquerque.
H. C. IlfeM and family, Las Vegas.
Mrs. J. Morse, Las Vegas.
Mary E. Brent, Albuquerque.
E. Russell Edgar, Jr., Albuquerque.
Helen Cunningham, E. Las Vegas.
Marguerite Cluxton, E. Las Vegas.
Mrs. G. W. River, Clovis.
J. Lawrence McKeever,
D. C.
H. F. Tilton, Washington, D. C.
Virginia Watrous, Clovis.
Valley Ranch, N. M.,
July 13, 1912.
Over seventy people sat down to
dinner Sunday at Valley Ranch. The
following are among the recent arriv-
als:
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Spiess, Las Ve-
gas.
Mr. and Mrs. McKeever, Chicago,
111.
leans, La.
Harry C. Wingo, Las Vegas.
Mark K. Coors, Las Vegas.
Helen V. Kelly, Las Vegas.
L. R. Faville, Las Vegas.
H. F. Herring, Las Vegas.
William H. Springer, Las Vegas.
Mrs. S. G. Cartwright, Santa Fe.
Judge E. C. Abbott, Santa Fe.
James L. Seligman, Santa Fe.
A MORAL CHANGE
Every student of history and observer of events has seen for months
past a changing condition. Often in the past two years the remark has
been made, "There is a change coming. There is a feeling of unrest abroad
in the world;" and when the oldest empire in Christendom found itself in
the throes of a revolution and heard the ringing demand for a change of
PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS 4I REMARKS F8une
i
cv
to, are cordially invited to attend said
county mass convention and take a
part therein.
CEO. W. PRICHARD,
ANTONIO VALDEZ.
Committee of the Progressive Repub-
lican League for Santa Fe County.And there were no cherries left in
Cherry creek.
toLorimer says he is going back
work. Who? AS THE BYSTANDER
SEES IT THE PALACES
reach the position which we deserve,
depends largely upon ourselves, just
as does the individual's position in
life depend upon what he does with
his opportunities. There is not a de-
partment in the list of attractions for
the tourist that Santa Fe does not
possess. It is the mecca for the
sportsman, the lover of big game and
small; the delight of the angler who
considers the speckled trout the per-
fection of table delicacies; the place
o' rest for the weary, where a perfect
summer and pleasant winter climate
in always found; a paradise for the
student, where he may delve to his
heart's content in things both ancient
and modern, and the point of all
others for the tourist, where he may
see those things of interest offered
nowhere else in the world. Provi-
dence is kind to us, for when our city
officials do not look after our streets
this kindly overseer does it, and if
a stranger could enter our city today,
he would never imagine that all the
summer so iar the dust has been be-
clouding our pure atmosphere and
awakening the wrath of our people.
Let's show Providence thav. we appre-
ciate the kindly assistance that came
yesterday, unsolicited.
SANTA FE, N. M.
S. A. AKINS, ...... Proprietor.
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT. AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN.
LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
government wherein the people could have a say, there was not so great
wonder at it. But the demand had not reached within the walls of the
citadel where dwelt in apparent security that coterie of politicians who
belong to the old school. They could not see that the evolution of affairs
political had reached within our own borders and they saw no storm com-
ing. The idea of morals associated with politics had never occurred to
them and they proceeded long the old established and long undisturbed
lines.
Even ten years ago the methods carried out at Chicago would not have
been especially noticed. It was just what had been for years past only
it had gone on unopposed, and while a few people might have wished
that it had been otherwise, yet they would have felt that it was a part of
the political game, and that when the ten commandments were handed
down, they did not apply to polities. This idea was perfectly expressed by
one of the delegates at large to the Chicago convention. He openly de-
clared it in these words: "Of course, we knew we had no right to those
delegates. But we had the power and we ought to have had them. You
can call it stealing or anything you like. But it's politics." They all knew
those men who openly, wilfully and intentionally stole the nomination to
the greatest office in this nation for William H. Taft. that they were
overthrowing the will of a majority of the people of the United States, and
that in any other department of life, what they did would be crime, punish-
able under the law. But it "was politics," and those methods had been
adopted so long ago and had been so long acquiesced in that they had no
of consequences and the moral side of the question was entirely
When the storm actually broke the old leaders were completely
bewildered. It was a new sensation to be opposed. For years the national
committee had met, carried its own desires undisturbed and unresisted
and the convention had meekly carried out the orders. But here the peo-
ple themselves had intervened, and had set a new and entirely different
standard, demanding a radically new departure, demanding that the taint
of corruption be hereafter effaced. The old guard saw that there was
trouble, but the only way that they could see to meet it was to ruthlessly
crush it out and they once more adopted the old, worn out method. They
can yet redeem themselves in the estimation of the people in one way
only. They can demand the withdrawal of the man whom they them
European Rate, $1.00 and up,
American Plan, $2.50 and up.
The Italians have captured Sidi
Ally. Whose side alley was it?
Talk about prosperity. Carlsbad
has a murder mystery and a peach
crop,
AlJ the Democrats have to do now
is to adopt the Princeton yell in-- ,
stead of a campaign slogan.
That thunder storm in Washington
yesterday is nothing compared to the
one scheduled for November.
Coloring canned peas with copper
salts has been prohibited. The green
peas we get these days don't need iz
anyhow.
Two Pittsburg men committed sui-
cide because of the heat. It takes but
a trilling cause to make men do that
in Pittsburg.
And while we are at it, let us de-
clare an open season upon "eminent
counsel" and "my colleague, the gen-
tleman from "
Those Mormons down in Colonia
Oaxaca are going to fight both the
federals and the rebels. Our money
on the Mormons to win.
Whatever else may be said against
DON'T BELIEVE IT.
Some disgruntled baker in Chicago
went before the board of review there
the other day and stopped a proposed
increase in his taxes, pleading that
pie is losing its hold on the American
people and there is no expansion in
the pie baking business.
I don't believe it. Why, the real pie
season has just arrived. Don't tell
me! No Chicago baker who has been
putting a wafer filling of canned ap-pi-
canned pumpkin, factory made
mince meat, second rate raisins or
spoiled lemons between two round
cut sheets of leathery dough, can put
a crimp in the taste for pie, in the
appetite of the American people es-
pecially just in the height of cherry
pie season, when it makes a renl
man's mouth water just to think of
the flakey crust, or that snow white
meringue that covers the lucious
ing of cherry pie. The berry season
is on, too, and you can't beat berry
pies when made like our wives make
'em. Then just ahead lies the apple
season and with it comes apple pie,
with the apples all cooked down soft
and covered with a tender crust, and
just a little cinnamon flavor in the
mixture. Later comes the pumpkin
pie all spiced up to the right flavor
and thick and brown, not at all like
Meals, 50 Cents.
Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and cold running water,
steam heat, electric lights.
LARGE, FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.1
selves made a receiver of stolen goods and yield to the demands of the
people for an honest deal. The Nation has attained a new level of po-
litical morality and there will be no falling back. The men who side with
the old order are foredoomed to defeat.
THE ORIGINAL DOCTRINE
"The people are the rightful source of all political power; and all offi
The Montezuma Hotel,
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.
cers should, as far as practicable, be chosen by a direct vote of the pec
pie.''
The above quotation is from one of the declarations contained in the
first platform of the Republican party, and was issued from Washington, Judge Archbald,
he never slept while tne emaciated anaemic pumpkin pie
on the bench. At least that is one ofiof the pessimistic Chicago baker.June 19, 1855. Does any one see anything revolutionary; anything demo- - the charges against him. Thanksgiving is coming, too, and then
that rich mince pie O, well what's
The spittoons in Jack Johnson's the use of arguing. Pie is not losing
cafe in Chicago cost $65 each. Jack-- THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.Large Sample Rooms.its grip on the American people. Itis an inheritance from our forefa-
thers and we'll always want pie.
desires to attract to the place only
persons of refinement and culture.
We are sincerely glad that Colonel
Roosevelt is going to make a cam-
paign tour in the middle west. Our
last batch of new adjectives is about
Coronado Restaurant
Short Orders run Day,(& .Night. Regular Meals 25c
Furnished rooms in connection. Hot & Cold Baths. Electric Lights
222 San Francisco Street :: :: G. LUPE HERRERA, Prop.
gogic; anything dictatorial; anything dangerous in a declaration like that ?
Yet 't is the platform of the Progressive party of today, and is the very
principle involved in the fight now on between the two great political
forces of the nation.
This very quotation was the keynote in the declarations of principles
which a small gathering of men issued at that time, as a reason for
breaking away from party ties and banding together for the organization
of a new political party. This then, was the issue that brought about the
birth of the Republican party. It was not the abolition of slavery at
that time, though that became a distinctive feature afterward. The issue
then, as is the issue now, when the time has come for calling into exist-
ence a new party, was, "Shall the People Rule." It is not new. but ihas
been lost sight of. and disregarded and even forgotten, but the action of
the. leaders of the two old parties has again forced it to the front. The
politicians of this day as in the older days have proven false to their
trusts. They have gradually pushed the people, their views and their
rights, entirely to the rear in their consideration of things. They are play-
ing the game now just as their predecessors played it and have forgotten
the people in a service to the special privileges.
It is not a fight of any one man, as the old line politicians are trying
to make themselves and the people believe, but a fight of a large propor-
tion of the people of the nation who demand a change in both methods
and management in public affairs, and it will be a factor in the political
field for years to come. It is natural to belittle a new movement. It is
but natural for those who are intrenched in power to feel that their posi-
tion is impregnable, so long have they held it and so well have they forti-
fied it. The day of a new era has dawned, however, and the American
people are going to be heard in their own right in the management of
those affairs that strike at the very foundation of both moral and physic-
al existence.
THE NEW CITIZENS.
Under the decision handed down by
Judge Pope, the Pueblo Indians can
Vote. Herein is presented an entirely-ne-
field of political endeavor. Where
will our recently made citizens line up
in the coming campaign, and will they
follow the usual custom and demand
a place on the ticket. Perhaps they
will think they are entitled to a mem-
ber of congress, who can intercede
with the great father for their rights.
If they did have a seat in congress the
district would have as intelligent, re-
fined and capable representation as a
lot of districts in the east have at the
present time, and the gay blanket
would add a certain picturesqueness
to the scene. Probably some gallery
used up.
A man named Hamburger has been
arrested in New York for passing bad
checks in New Mexico. That's th
trouble with hamburger, you never
know what's in it.
"The summer liar is with us," said
the Old Codger, "for I read where
lightning in Albany, N. Y., struck a
horse and didn't hurt him beyoind
knocking off one shoe."
Despite the recent floods in Berna-
lillo county, and the launching of a
GREAT PROSE FOUND
IN AMERICA'S PRESS
London, July 1C Thomas Hardy,
the distinguished novelist, whose cri-
ticism of "slip-sho- English" in the
daily press formed part of his inter-
esting reply a few days ago to two
authors who presented him with the
Royal Society of Literature's gold me-
dal, declines to amplify his views on
this subject. The Spectator, how-
ever, discusses Mr. Hardy's criticisms
in a refreshing, entertaining article.
It asks: "Is it true that lack of
style is the besetting sin of modern
journalism?" And it has little hesita-
tion in answering "No."
"Style," it says, "is essentially
something relative, and to attack any
style from an absolute standpoint, as
Mr. Hardy appears to be doing, would
be a futile occupation. An account of
a cricket match in the style of Doctor
Jchnson would not be real literature,
nor would a city article in the style
of Walter Pater be an example of
what Mr. Hardy calls 'the splendors
of English undefined.' They would, to
put it bluntly, be simply silly.
"The business of style is to express
that is, to convey to other people
the writer's thoughts and feelings
and before criticising it is essential
to discover what it was that the
writer was endeavoring to convey.
A great deal of what is published in
the press, and especially the daily
press, is necessarily and almost im-
pliedly ephemeral in its thought. But
it is a long step from this admission
to Mr. Hardy's wholesale indictment.
On the contrary, we believe that in
this ephemeral field a very great
quantity of honest, efficient and able
work is constantly being produced by
writers whose style, whose power of
expression, is of an extremely high
order."
The Spectator continues: "It is no
exaggeration to say that there is
scarcely an issue of the more import-
ant dailies in which there can not be
found at least one piece of writing of
real and permanent value; however
bad journalism may be, it can never
have the corrupting effect on litera-
ture in general which Mr. Hardy sus-
pects. To whatever extent-th- e hur-
ried descriptive reports increase, to
whatever extent the influx of Am-
erican journals grows, Mr. Hardy may
feel perfectly secure of one thing:
that good English prose will con-
tinue to be written.
"So long as men have thoughts and
feelings they will keep on trying to
express them. Usually they will fail
and the expression will be Inade-
quate. But from time to time some
one will succeed and will express him-
self adequately, and if his thoughts
are profound enough or his feeling?
splendid enough the result will be
great prose."
How About That Fire Insurance?
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
--Then ActlThink About It!
low rakish ferry boat on the Rio Gran- - Pizers "oni the eftete east would be
de they have not been able to pull oirjatraid to neeD over tlhe raiI in the
a strike of longshoremen. house for fear the gentleman from
New Mexico would shoot. He would
Mexican dollars are quoted at 48 j be as Sreat a feature for the visitoi
cents while silver is worth 601-2- . But as was sockless Simpson, the dark
its a safe bet that in Mexico a dollar complexioned Pinchbeck of recon-look- s
as good at 4S cents as a dollar struction days hailing from Louisiana
THE MOULTON-ESP- E COMPAN V
in this country looks at $1.50. or the whiskers of Peffer.
The campaign for congressman
may be enlivened for the making of a
GENERAL AGENTS. : : : SANTA FE, N. M.
There is not likely to be any trou- -
b'e in discovering the cause of that citizen carries with it all those things
wreck at Western Springs where an which seem to follow what we call our
Presidential electors are state officers. By express provision of the
federal constitution they are chosen by the several states in such manner
as the legislatures of the states prescribe.
The idea that the allegiance of the electors of Kansas, for example, is
to a national committee and not to the people who elect them is without
foundation in fact, law or morals.
Ordinarily the allegiance to the party organizations and the alleg-
iance to the voters choosing the electors have been identical. But now,
in tihe Progressive states, fidelity to the voters is precisely opposed to
fidelity to Barnes, Penrose, Guggenheim and their accomplices of the
national committee.
Electors who were chosen in the Progressive states before the Chica-
go convention certainly were not chosen with the understanding, or with
any implication, that they would help the crooked politicians of the na-
tional committee to disfranchise the very people who selected them!
ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,
. EDDY DELGADO, PROPRIETOR.
MANUFACTURER OF
MEXICAN BLANKETS, RUGS, PILLOW TOPS, NAVAJO PATTERNS,
Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
Send for Price List. Orders Taken and Promptly Filled.
1 19 Don Gaspar Avenue.
official investigation is under way. i civilization ' and the Pueblo can now
One of the engineers was killed. tank up at his own pleasure without
jany interference from the minions of
We feel sorry for those people overifncle Sam. The political camp fires
in Stockholm. After reading the of New Mexico are likely to possess
press reports of those Olympic games a new degree of luridity and big
we are thoroughly convinced that smoke. Whatever else the coming
they have more meters over there in' citizenship of the Pueblo Indians
than in this country. r,ay J. it will enliven the political
situation.
Despite their record in the past, it New conditions may come and go,
looks as though the Western Federa-- ! political parties may be born and
tion of Miners now in convention at after long careers be buried again;
Cripple Creek, is going to outrival men may become prominent and drop
This is the worry season, but don't worry. "Worry," says ProfessorW. S. Sadler, "may be denned as a spasm of the attention." And he goes
on to show us that worry generates actual poisons in the body, which
cause gray hair, baldness, hardening of the arteries, domestic and general
unhappiness, indigestion and finally death.
This is a gruesome outlook, according to the professor, but in spite ofthe necessity of saving the country for posterity; in spite of the fear thatthe hot weather may spoil the crops or the rain may drown them; in
spite of the fact that the fruit will waste if it isn't canned for next winter;in spite of the fact that it is the fishing season and you can't go. don't wor-
ry. It don't help things any and you know what Professor Sadler says.
both the Chicago and Baltimore riots
by having absolute harmony.
back into oblivion, but pie will live
and never will it be put in the back-
ground, nor become unpopular because
a Chicago baker is trying to knock it
out.
COUNTY PROGRESSIVE CONVEN- -
AN UNUSUAL LIFE INSURANCE CONTRACT
THE RELIANCE FAMOUS "SELF SUSTAINING" POLICY
The Most Liberal Proposition Written. It is Self Sustaining A f ter the Tenth Year.It Has a Return Premium Provision.
It Has a Total Disability Clause. This Alone Is Worth the Price.Let Us Explain It to You.
GENERAL AGENTS HALL & HALL ,,00M81' ftT
TION.
Pursuant to a call by order of the
committee of the Progressive Repub-
lican League of this state on the 12th
day of July, 1912, for a Progressive
convention to be held in tihe city of
THEY ALL LIKE IT.
Almost daily there come letter from
those who have been in Santa Fe,
words of admiration and commenda- -
finn fnl1n.(n.v TJ
The Illinois plan, as at present outlined, seems to be for Governor
Deneen to resign, when Lieutenant Governor Oglesby would become gov-
ernor and he would appoint Deneon to the Lorimer vacancy. Eventually
then, the present governor would make a fight for the full term. That
would be a great improvement on anything Illinois has had in the senate
since the days of Logan and Vncle Dick Oglesby. That great state has not
shown with any great brilliancy in late years. Cullom has been but a figure
of an antique and the lustre shed by Ixirimer has not had the right shade.Deneen would be an admirable choice.
Albuquerque on the 29th day of July- -
1912, to elect four delegates and four, XI ' V ' , T ,Goldsmith of Kirkwood, M ssouri,alternates to the National Progressive written to David Miller of this city Hill - 1j AUTO GARAGE jconvention to be held in the city ofChicago on the Sth day of August,1912, for the purpose of nominating "Of a'l places I have visited for myhealth during the past five years none
candidates for the offices f nrpsiriVrir have endeared themselves so much
An increasing number of people re-
port regularly of the satisfactory re-
sults from taking Fo'ey Kidney Pills
and commend their healing and cura-
tive qualities. Foley Kidney Pills are
a carefully prepared medicine, guar-
anteed to contain no harmful or hab-
it forming drugs. They can have only
a beneficial effect when used for kid-
ney and bladder troubles, for back-
ache, rheumatism, weak back or lum-
bago. SoM by all druggistB.
and of the United HS oama re- - Principally on account
The currency question is not likely to figure in the campaign, but thetariff will have a place in it and even with the big question of a new and
p. square deal prominent and perhaps paramount, the old question of pro-tection to certain industries will sth! have a place, and to the west in
particular it will be regarded as important.
ot tne very kindness or Its people.
Some day we may come back there
and possibly to live. My wife
be ready on a moment's no
tice, for she thinks no place likeA physician in Buffalo, N. Y., is endeavoring to discover some way toprolong life. Send your patients- to Santa Fe. Doc.
Cor.
Seligman
and
Water
Sts.- -
THE BEST EQUIPPED GARAGE IN THE CITY
DOES ALL KINDS OF MACHINE WORK
REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
ONLY EXPERIENCED MACHINISTS
Cars to Hire by Hour, Day or Night.
THE ONLY MODERN GARAGE IN THE CITY.
Givinf the best service at all times. Phone your calL
SUP PLIES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION ON HAND.
the Mccormick auto co.
States, notiqe is hereby given that a
mass convention of the Progressive
Republicans of the county of Santa Fe
will be held at the court house in the
city of Santa Fe, on the 25th day of
July, 1912, at the hour of 2 p. m. to
choose eight delegates, to represent
said county in said state convention.
All persons regardless of past party
affiliations who believe in the princi-
ples embodied in the call for a state
Progressive convention above referred
It is announced that Governor Wilson will be notified of his
August 7. Why! Don't he know he's nominated?
'dear old Santa Fe.'"
With all the attractions we have to
offer, Santa Fe should, today, be a
city of twenty thousand population in-
stead of six thousand. There is not
a place in the United States that
compares with It and whether we
Are You a Seller? An advertise
ment in the classified columns of the
New Mexican will put your real es-
tate on the aiarket effectively. It will
put the facts of your property before
the eyes of all possible buyers.
John Coward is a candidate for assessor down In an Oklahoma county,
vvnat a enap for the tax dodgers.
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION. NEWS OF THE STATE i Fraternal SocietiesSO DECEPTIVE.
Many Sarrta Fe People Fail to Realize
the Seriousness.
LOAN SHARKS
MUST QUIT IN
BIG C1TV
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M.
July 3, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Francis-
co Moutoya y Martinez of Espanola,
N. M., who on Dec. 30, 1910, made
Homestead Entry No. 014,735, (or SW
4 SE S 2 SW1-4- , and W NW
SW Section 23, Township 21
N., Range 2 E., X. M. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make final
five year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before Reg-
ister or Receiver at Santa Fe, X. M., on
Sept. 5, 1912.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
NOTICE.
In the Probate Court of the County of
Santa Fe, State of New Mexico.
In the matter of the Estate of James
A. Miller, Deceased.
To Whom it May Concern:
Last will and testament of James A.
Miller, Deceased.
Notice is hereby given that Monday
the fifth day of August, 1912, at ten
o'clock a. m., of said day, and the
court room of said court, at the
county court house in the city of San-
ta Fe, New Mexico, has been appoint-
ed as the time and place of proving
the will of said James A. Miller, de-
ceased.
M. A. ORTIZ,
Clerk.
By V. T. ALA RID, Deputy.
It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal form
when you can get them already print-
ed at the New Mexican Printing
Company
ROGERS LOOKS WELL.
Hon. W. E. Rogers, of Roswelk was
a Lake Arthur visitor Tuesday. Mr.
Rogers looked well after the stren- -
uous spell tne soior.s nave passed
through at Santa Fe, and we judge
that fighting the people s battles
agrees with the Judge Lake Arthur
Times.
MAY BE MURDER.
The convict road camp, at. work
near Ortega's ranch on tin; west side
of the Pecos road uncovered the
bones of a man who hail evidently
been murdered. The bones were
found under a pile of loose stones
and partly surrounded by charcoal
and partly burnt sticks. Inquiries in
the neighborhood brought no ini'orma- -
tion as to the identity of the dead
man. Santa Rosa Sun.
FIFTY FEET TO WATER.
Captain L. B. Johnson reports a
200 foot well on 'his ranch, five miles
west of town, that stands :,n feet in
water and the quality is extra good.
Mr. Johnson delights in calling ln
passers by and giving them a drink
of cool, fresh, soft water, the kind
they used to get back in Missouri.
So it goes, well after well being
put down and the more wells the
more prosperous and independent
will become our God favored country.
--Otero County Advertiser.
" '"'
WANT A RAILROAD.
Relative to the presence of a parly
of railroad men in Farniington and camping out. It looks like Red River
the possibilities, the Times-Hustle- r is coming into its own. Questa Gaz-say-
The prospects were never elte.
brighter for some quick and material j HOT AT TUCUMCARI.
development in the matter of rail-- 1 The mercury has been hovering
road construction to the south. There around 100 for several days, and Wed-i- s
plenty of tonnage to he shown and nesday it reached 101, falling rapidly
the visitors cannot help but be im- - as night came on This is the high-presse- d
with She idea that there is est registered this year at the local
nothing better offered in the way of weather bureau.
SUMMER TOURIST RATES
TO
All Stations East and West
FROM
Stations on the Denver & Rio Grande
IN EFFECT
June 1st to September 30th
Backache is so deceptive.
It comes and goes keeps you
guessing.
Learn the cause then cure it.
Nine times out of ten it comes from
the kidneys.
That's why Doan's Kidney Pills
are so effective.
They're especially for sick or weak-
ened kidneys.
Here's a Santa Fe case:
Jose Ortiz y Baca, Alto St., Santa
Fe, N. Mex., says: "In 1907 I used
Doan's Kidney Pills for pains in my
back which had troubled me for three
years. They brought prompt relief
and proved so satisfactory that I gave
a public statement in their praise.
Now, after two and a half years have
passed, I glady confirm every word of
that testimonial. I can add that I
have since used Doan's Kidney Pills
giving them a more thorough trial
and have received great benefit. I
know that this remedy is a cure for
backache and kidney complaint."
For sale by all dealers. Price 5f
cents. Foster-Milbur-n Co., Buffalo
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
Let Him Know It ir you are out or
a position, you must let the employer
know it. A. want advertisement in the
ness and professional man in the city
and county and a great many in the
state. If you have any special tal-en- t,
do not hide it under a bushel.
to rates, reservations,
any D. & R. Q. Agent or
A., Santa Fe.
SUMMER
TOURIST
TICKETS
On Sale Daily, June 1st
? Until Sept. 30, 1912.
SAN FRANCISCO,
$55.90
eiirtts Eugere Fcx, Ctn'l Fas
railroad investment in the United
States.
CHARLEY'S GLAD.
Hon. Charles P. Downs and family
have returned from Santa Fe, and
Charley says there is no place like
"Dear Old Alamo.'' One thing cer--
tain, Charley can meet his consti- -
tuents square in the face and say
that he worked for the interest of
the people and not in the interest
of that obnoxious and notorious
committee of 30. Charley's record
is clean and we are proud of it be--
cause we supported him for the
honorable position of law maker for
Otero county Otero County Adver- -
tiser.
THEY GO TO VALENCIA.
CLOVIS NEWS PROGRESSIVE.
Under the new management !ho
News will be independent in politics.
It will be strictly a people's paper,
giving both stiles ot the question in
.an unprejudiced and impartial man- -
ner. The News will at all times look
after the people's interests and en-
deavor to expose any corruption or
graft wherever discovered, regardless
of persons or party effected.
We believe that a newspaper should
be a servant of the people and not
published in tihe interest of any spec-
ial set of stockholder grafters, co-
terie of politicians or special and
privileged interests.
Progress and progressive prinei- -
pies are the order of the day Clovis
News.
STATE
RED RIVER ACTIVITY.
We are told the Cyanide plant at
Fed River is now ready to receive ore
for treatment. A mill run ilmnnn- -
B,rated the fact that the plant will he
a success from the start, and that ore
vaules are sufficient to insrifv ranirl
development on a great many of the
lines. Q,lite ., nnnlbei. of mplo are
a, work now on thHi. (,Iaims a)( a.
most (Iaily now facs are arriving on
the s0(lne It mllire more teams
fn;m at prpsent engaged, to haul ore
from tlie minps t0 tle pant AIreuly
a new Btore h.,s p(, ,n tl)p camp
and a saloon' is talked of. Hotels
would be crowded to their capacity
vere it not for the ideal weather for
Notwithslanding the high figures
reached by the mercury, there is a
corresponding abatement in the heat
with the ihumiditv and altitude which
accounts for the cooler atmospheric
conditions in Tucumcari.
Another thing which is noteworlhy
by the way of comparison, and that
is the cool nights which invariably
prevail here but a rare condition
during the hot summer in the east and
north. We are satisfied to spend our
summer in a climate and altitude
where we can at least rest in peacehalf of the time. It is certainly adifficult task to operate a fan and
sleep at the same time few
covers don't go bad these nights.
l ucumcari News.
KEDZIE'S RELIGIOUS AUTO.
The Liberal has got the only re- -
scribed as follows: J. Brinker, Amar-illo- ,
Texas, 100 shares; Avery Turn-
er, Amarillo, Texas, 100 shares; M.S. Boyer, Amarillo, Texas, 100 shares;
K. I. Read, Carlsbad, N. M., 100
shares; W. D. Eads. Canadian. Tevns
100 shares; A. C. Barrows, Roswell,
N. 11., 100 shares; M. D. Burns, Ros
well, N. M., 323 shares; W. G. Reid
Roswell, N. M., 100 shares. The com
pany will endure for fifty vears. Mr.
Burns is named as statutory agent.
The corporation commission will
have a hearing at the commission
offices on July 30th on the ouestion
of placing agents on the D. & R. G.
line at Barranca and Tres Piedras.
The railroad officials and people who
are interested are expected to be pre-
sent at the hearing.
Samuel Eldodt filed bond yesterday
of $10,000 with tihe state treasurer as
secretary and treasurer of the Span
Normal school at El
Rito.
WOOL.
St. Louis, Mo., July 16. Wool mar-
ket steady; territory and western me-
diums 20(?t'24c; fine mediums 18(fi20;
fine 1317.
Return Limit, October 31st.
Liberal Stopovers.
For information as
etc., call on or write to
W. D. Shea, T. F. & P.
MASONI".
Montezuma LodgiA No. 1. A. F. & A. .MRegular comraun.
cation first Monda:
of each month at
Masonic - Hall
7.30.
ALAN R. McCORD. W. M.
CHAS. E. LiN'NEY, Secreui.-y- .
Santa Fe Chapter Ne
1. R. A. M. Regulai
convocation e c o n
Monday of each moat,
at Masonic Hall a
7:30 p. m.
CHAS. A- - WHEELON.
h. r
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.
Saota Fe Commander;
V,. 1 tr T Co-nl-
frVv? i.. . .v- .- -
day in each month
Masonic. Hs.1) at 7: St
p. m.
W. H. KENNEDY, E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Kecorder.
Santa Fe Lodge o.
Peifection No. 1, 14U
degree. Ancient and Ac
cepted Scottish Rite ot
Free Masonry mee's oi
the third Monday of each moat!
at 7:30 o'clock ln the evening U
Masonic Hall, south sldo of Plan
Visiting Trotlsu Rite Masons are ear
diafty invited to attend.
s. g. cart wright, 32.Venerable Master
HENRY 5. STEPHENS, 32
Hecretary.
3. P. O. E.
, A i 6. B- - p- - E-- nol(lt
Its regular session oj
the second and fourtl
Wednesday of eact
month. Visiting brotb
ers are lnvitea an.
welcome.
FRANK T. BLANDY,
Exalted Ruler.
P. M. A. LIENAU,
Secretary.
Santa Fe Can
13514, M. W. A.
fleets second Tuat
day each month, so
clal meeting tLIn
"iumt Iff Tuesday at Fire-
man's Hall. Visit.
ing neighbors welcome.
A. G. WHITHER, Crnsul
CHaS. A. RISING. Clerk.
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
w Lodge No. 259. Holds its
regular meeting on the firnt
Thursday of each month at
Fireman's ball at 7:30p.m.
Visiting brothers are invited and wel
come.
J. A, RAEL, F. M.
DAVID GONZALES,
Secretary.
F. W. FARMER
Homesterd No.
2879.
Brotherhood ef
American Yeop''
Meets First Fri-
day of the month
at the Fireman'
Hall. H. Foremai
A. E, P. Robinson.
Cor. ijec. Fred F.
Alarto.
ODD FELLOWS,
No. 2, I. O. O. F.
Santa Fe Lodge
meets regularly
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
in Odd Fellows Hull. Visiting broth-
ers always welcome.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(015975)
Small Holding Claim No. 5278.
Department cf the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., June 4, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that the follo-
wing-named claimant has filed no
tice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
oections 16 and 17 of the act of March
gyyyj uumiiun uuiiuul,
M0UNTAINA1R
CHAUTAUQUA STATE
SUNDAY SCHOOL
State Epworth League
Convention
JULY AUGUST
Round Trip Fare From
SANTA FE, N. 11.,
$7.65
DATES OF SALE
July 19th to August 2nd, 1912.
RETURN LIMIT
August 5th, 1912, Ten Days.
Pleasure, Entertainment, In-
struction and Rest.
One and One-fift- h Fare from
All Points in New Mexico to
Mountainair and Return.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
WANTED A cook, woman prefer-
red. Apply J. O. Harrison, Pecos, N.
M.
FOR SALE Two story residence on
ralace avenue. Lot 00x210 feet. O. C.
Watson & Co.
LOST Hunch of keys. Finder re-
turn to this office. Lost either at post-offic- e
or on streets.
FOR RENT Nice rooms furnished
for light housekeeping, with bath. Up-
stairs, over store. Frank Andrews.
Elegantly Furnrsned Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav-ri- g
all modern conveniences, including
electric light, steam heat and baths,
in the First National Bank building
Apply to F. M. Jones.
Oliver Visible Typewriter
For sale cheap. Perfect condi-
tion and does SDlendid writinw.
Could ship on approval and trial.Write to CHAS. W. RICKART'
Rosedale, Kansas.
TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted ana repaired. Ne
platens furnished. Ribbons and up
pile. Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled
All repair work and typewritea i;uar
anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter E
change. Phone 231.
"PROGRESSIVES."
We do not train our students to be
clerks, but to be leaders and execu-
tors. Our llusiness Course is
business efficiency and the
philosophy of leadership, as well as
Palesmenship, Advertising, blindfold
typewriting, and tihe new A. B. C.
Shorthand.
This "Adv.'' is headed "Progres-
sives'' meaning DEMOCRATS, PRO-HII'.-
REITIiUCANS, SOCIALISTS,
AND ALL OTHERS. We accept all
and treat as one in the name of "PRO-
GRESSIVES." This should be the
cry throughout America, to form a
COALITION GOVERNMENT, the pick
of the country, all sorts, similar to
New Zealand's Government the past
twenty years. The best of "all sorts'"
must make a good government, and
would cure the Grafters, Trusts, and
other Robbers. Food prices would
lower. A new Tariff would help. Tho
"people" will then have a $20 gold
piece in t'heir pockets. Throughout
the U. S. A. trade is quiet, money
scarce, and the cause is "too much pol-
itics" too many millionaires, too many
living from hand to mouth, as a con-
trast and the cure is a coalition gov-
ernment. Send me to your senate, and
I will do all I can, anyway I will call1 a
spade a spade, and the scoundrel who
votes for robbing the people shall have
his proper title. The only difference
that I can think of is as things are
now run that one solid party are in
office and the other solid party wants
to be. Walter Norton, President, San-
ta Fe Rusiness College.
Professor J. A. Wood-- , recently tho
superintendent, is principal and is an
adherents of boys and girls in the
grades, especially in 7 and 8, to learn
shorthand and typewriting during
the holidays, that when they return
to school they are able to take
"Teachers" talk, and so gain ten
times more knowledge. The old sys'
tern is a waste of valuabte time for the
children, and- waste of money for par-
ents. Every one leaving school should
have some business knowledge and
be able to gain profitable employ-
ment.
3, 1S91 (2G Stats., S54) as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, at
Cuba, New Mexico, on July 15, 1912,
viz: Earl B. Young, of Senorito, New
Mexico, for the SW SE SE
S 2 SE SW 4 SE S. 34
T. 22 N., R. 1W SW NB N.
SE 4 NE N S 2 SE 4
XE XW 4 NE W 2 NE
NE W 2 SE 4 XE 4 NE 4 SE
SE XE 4 NE 4 SW 4 NE 4
NE 1 NE 4 E 2 SE 4 NE 4
XW 4 Sec. 3, T. 21 N, R. 1 W.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous ad
verse possession of said tract for twen-
ty years next preceding the survey ot
the township, viz:
Edubigen Gurule, Agapita Garcia,
of Ia Jara, New Mexico, Hilario Lu-cer-
E. A. Miera, of Cuba, New Mex-
ico.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof, or
who knows of any substantial reason
under the laws and regulations of the
Interior Department why such proof
should not be allowed will be given
an opportunity at the above mention--
ed time and place to cross-examin- e
the witnesses of said claimant, and to
offer evidence in rebuttal of that sub
mitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
Summer colds are hard to get rid of,
and frequently lead to asthma, bron-
chitis and hay fever. Do not let your
cold get a hold on you, but use Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound for quick
relief. W. H. Allen, Chelsea, Wis.,
sayg; "We prefer Foley's Honey and
Tar Compound to other cough medi-
cines because It quickly cures coughs
and colds. It will ward off a cold if
Cal., formerly of this city, who has
taken in time. " Contains no opiates.
Sold by a'.l druggists.
Society Stationery The New Kexc
can Printing Company have on hand
and can make up promptly the lateat
forniB In society stationery. The ne
size correspondence cards, etc. Or
ders taken for engraved and em-
bossed work. Several lines to make
your selection from.
New Mexican Want Adi trlngl
results every time.
(Our New York Letter.)
' New York, July 16. After many
years of agitation the efforts of the
Russell Sage Foundation and other
New York charitable societies to pit
the "'loan sharks" money lenders, out
of business apparently have succeed-
ed. A law passed by the last legis-
lature has been sustained ;by the
courts, and the money lenders, after
a formal meeting to discuss the situa-
tion, have agreed to close out all their
loans at the legal rate of interest
and stout up shop.'
The consensus of opinion at the
money lenders' meeting was that the
business was dead and that it would
be wiser for the men if they did not
want to be forever in the toils of the
law, to give it up. Desperate efforts
were made by the fifty-fou- r different
companies represented to ooflleet
their outstanding loans at the old
rates before quitting. Arrests came in
such rapid succession, however, that
the efforts at collection were suspend-
ed quickly.
MRS. HELEN HILTON STORY A
BRIDE.
Mrs. Helen Hilton Story and Stan-
ley H. Forde, the actor, were married
yesterday afternoon at Greenwich,
Conn.
The news Mrs. Ford was divorced
from her first husband, Allen Law-
rence Story, son of Mrs. William Cum-ming- s
Story of D. A. R. fame, March
3. last, Story naming Ford as
Counsel for young Story
put several witnesses on the stand,
all of whom testified that three
months last summer Mrs. Story and
Forde had occupied a residence at
N'avesink Beach, X. Y., known as the
Tower Cottage. Other charges were
made, and two other
beside Forde were named. The jury
found Mrs. Story and Forde guilty
of improper conduct, and a divorce
was granted.
TAFT'S COUSIN A PHOHIBITION-IST- .
The Rev. Stephen H. Taft of Saw--
' telle, Cal., a cousin of President Taft,
is one of the delegates to the nation--
al Prohibition convention at AUan'ic j
.City. j
) The Rev. Mr. Taft, who is S8 years
old, has been an ardent worker in
the cold water party's rank since it
was organized and holds the world s
record for having cast his ballot con-
sistently for the largest number of
unsuccessful candidates.
Mr. Taft was born in Oswego, N.
Y., and as a young man counted
among his friends Longfellow, Ed-
ward Everett Hale, George W. Cur-
tis, Susan B. Anthony and Julia Ward
Howe.
MME. NORDICA WINS A SUIT.
Mrs. George W. Young, better
known as Mine. Nordica, the singer,
yesterday won her appeal to the ap--
pellate division of the supreme court
from a judgment dismissing her suit
against the Southern Railway com-- 1
jany to recover $30,000 damages. Mrs.
Young sued to recover for njurie;
received in 1902, when she was tlhrown
out of a berth in a railroad wreck.
GIVES YALE TEN PER CENT Or
ESTATE.
The will of Mathew C. D. Borden,
who owned a large cotton goods fac-
tory at Fall River, Mass., provides
that Yale University shall receive
one-quart- million dollars if the es
tate is worth two and one half mil-
lion dollars. If not, the university
is to receive ten per cent of the value
of the estate.
CHILDREN'S DRESSMAKERS MAY
STRIKE.
A strike of two thousand makers of
children's dresses, including girl's
chiefly, was called yesterday in i
plan of the Ladies' Garment Makers'
International Union for a series of
labor revolts that may involve seven
e tlhousand girls. The strikers
will ask a forty-eigh- t hour working
week and a ten per cent increase in
wages.
MOCK DUCK BACK TO CHINA.
Mock Duck, the most widely known
of Chinese tong leaders in this coun
try, has decided to retire from his ac
tivities and will sail for China in a
few weeks to spend the rest of his
life at ease on an estate near his
birthplace. He has been the head of
the Hip Sing in New York for twenty
years. With him will go Wong Geth,
his partner in various commercial
and gambling enterprises.
WILLS MONEY FOR MUSIC.
Many thousands of dollars are left
to musical organizations 'of this city
by the will of Alfred J. Seligman, the
banker, who was killed in an auto-
mobile accident on the night of
June 24. The chief musical benefi-
ciary is the Young Men's Symphony
Orchestra, in which Mr. Seligman
himself played the violoncello.
MADE $100,000 A YEAR FLYING.
Mrs. Lincoln Beachy, who is seek-
ing alimony from her husband, the
aviator, alleges Chat in a year he
earned $100,000 by flying. He made
$75,000 in one summer, she said.
COLLEGE MEN SHIP AS FIREMEN.
New York, July 16. College stu-
dents who in other years have helped
harvest bumper grain crops in the
West, are now seeking the places of
Strikers on board Trans-Atlanti- c
steamships.
The St. Louis of the American line,
whose crew of coal passers, oilers,
water tenders and stewards joined the
setmen's strike upon its arrival here
t;st Thursday, sailed today on sched-
uled time with thirty college boys
among its crew of strike breakers.
The students were taken to the Am-
erican line pier in taxicabs and rush-
ed through a crowd of strikers who
bad assembled outside the pier short-
ly before the sailing hour. Sixty ne-
groes recruited in Baltimore and
fifty firemen engaged here completed
the crew. These were put on board
from a tug at quarantine.
New Mexico vast ads. ftJwayi
bring reiultt.
An important stock deal was con- - ligious motor car in town. It had
sunimated at Magdalena the first of seen the other cars go out for Sundaythe week when Charles Rruton turn- - take a ride, and with a couple of pas-e-
over to E. H. Sweet three hund- - sengers started out toward Pyramid,
red head of a famous breed of range When about five miles out the enginecattle. Mr. Sweet immediately upon began failing, gave a few puffs andthe close of the deal started the trans-.stoppe- It was cranked, but wouldfer of the stock to his Valencia county not start. No one in the car was an
ranch, where he has an abundance of engine expert, and nothing seemed tofine grazing land and has lately had be out of place. The ear just wouldthe good fortune to strike a stream not go. Finally one of the passengersof spring water sufficient to water all walked back to town for help Inthe stock he may care to place on ue course of time a Carter carhis range. Socorro Chieftain. ame whistling down the road with
' an engine expert on the back seat. He
LOOKS GOOD TO CUTLER. looked the car over, opened up the
Hardly a day passes but some en- - valves necessary to start, they hadthusiastic or irrigation- - all been closed according' to instruc-is- t
drops into the office, his arms tions When the passenger started backladen with samples of "what I'm doing to town; gave the engine crank a
out there." And the samples are jus 'quarter turn, and the engine went to
as good samples as the very best, work at its usual speed. The car
certainly incomparably better than was turned around, started for thethose of many localities. These fre-- ' garage, and the engine never missedquent visits and exhibitions are more a stroke while traveling in that direr-tha-
encouraging andjndicate that in tion. So ona oould find anv troublea few short years Raton is to be the with the mgiw, and the only con-center of a busy and prosperous farm- - elusion to be arrived at is that theing community. In fact, we are be- - car has a New England conscience
coming so farmerized that you can and objects to working on Sunday
already hear the nasal twang. Raton No other car in town objects to
i day work. Lordsburg Liberal.
IN CONNECTION WITH THE NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
CHICAGO, $50.35 BOSTON, $85.95 BUFFALO, $69.85
NEW YORK, $79.35 ST. LOUIS, $44.35 ST. PAUL, $50.35
CLOSE CONNECTION AT TORRANCE
WITH THE
GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
C A I IPflRMIA Going via El Paso and Southern Pacific and returningLALlrUlinlA same route, or via A., T. & S. F.
LOS ANGELES and SAN DIEGO,
$46.90
For further infor matirn
OFFICIAL NEWS.
Articles of incorporation were filed
in the office of the State Corporation
Commission yesterday by two domes-
tic companies, one being the Defiance
Coal company with principal place of
business at Albuquerque, N. M and
the other the Manzana Orchard com
pany having its headquarters at Ros-wel- l,
N. M.
The incorporators of the Defiance
Coal company are Lemuel E. Morris,
Robert J. Sears, and Ben Gibby, of
Gallup, N. M., and George A. Kase-- i
man of Albuquerque. It is capitaliz
ed at $10,000, divided into 1000 shares
of the par value of $100, all of which
is subscribed, as follows: George A.
Kaseman, $5,200; Lemuel E. Morris,
$1,600; Robert J. Sears $1,600; Ben
Gibby $1,600. The corporation is or-
ganized for a period of fifty years,
and Mr. Kaseman is designated as
the statutory agent.
The Manzana Orchard Company is
organized with an authorized capital
stock of $25,000, divided into 2,500
shares of the par value of $10 each. It
will begin business with $3,250 sub
senger Agt. E. P. & S. W. System, El Paso, Texas, or
. A. COOMER, General Manager N. M. C. R. R., SANTA FE, N. MS
New Mexico Military
Institute
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
The West Point ot th Southwest"
Ranked by United States War D
artment as' "Distinguished Institu-
tion." Ann officers detailed by Wai
Department.
Through Academic course, prepar-
ing young men for college or business
UK Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest locution of any Military
School in the Union. Located In tha
beautiful Pecos Vally, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 37u0
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
colleges. Ten buildings, throughly
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
to all respects.
REGENTS I. A. CAHOON. Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON. Vice Pre.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FINLEY.
For particulars and lUuttrMod ea
fcloguet address:
OOL. J V. WILLSON.
ESILU.
- foperiftiendeat
MAN AND THE SOU..
Dr. R. V. Pierce of Buffalo, author of the Common Sense
Medical Adviser, says "why does not the former treat his own
body as he treats the land he cultivates. He puts back in phos-
phate what he takes out in crops, or the land would grow poor.The farmer should put back into his body the vital elements
exhausted by labor, or by induced by some chroniodisease." Further, he soys, " the tfreat valuo of mv Doctor
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery is in its vitalizing power. It gives strengthto the stomach and purity to the blood. It is like the phosphates which supply
nature with the substances that build up the crops. The action of
Doctor Pierce's Golden medical Discoveryis due to its effect on the stomach and organs of digestion and nutrition. Dis-
eases that begin in the stomach are cured through the stomach. A bilious spellis simply the result of an effort made by the liver to catch up when d
and exhausted. I have found the ' Discovery ' to be unsurpassed as a liver reg-
ulator and rich blood-maker-
Miss Lottie Ksisely of Perth, Kansas, savs: "I will here add my testimonyof the effectiveness of your remedy upon mvstlf. I was troubled with Indigestionfor two years or more. Doctored with three "diticrent doctors besides taking numer-ous kinds of stomach cures ' but received no permanent relief. I was rundown, could not sleep at night with the pain in my chest, caused by gas on the stom-ach. Was weak, could eat scarcely anvthing although I was hungry nearly all thetime. About one year and a half ao I'bcean taking your ' Golden Medical Discov-
ery, and after having taken several bottles am nearly cured of stomach trouble.Can now eat without distress and have p Ined fifteen pound n wcinht.I thank you for your remedy and wish you all success in your good work."
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MILITARY FUNERAL
what the road means knows what CHERRY CREEK FLOOD
What is the difference between
prize fight and our meat shop?" BOY SCOUTS AS ROAD IS BUT A MEMORY.THE HOME OF
Quality Groceries am BUILDERS TO WIN
MERIT BADGES
Mud and Debris Fills Narrow Gorge
and Work of Cleaning Up Has B-
egunList of Injured Grows to Eight
But None Seriously.
FOR LT. SAFFORD.
Adjutant General Orders Officers to
Return From Las Vegas and Staff
of Officers Will Also Take Part. ..
Lieutenant Jacob Safford, whose sad
dpath yesterday caused general
mourning here, will be buried Thurs-
day afternoon witvi full military hon
Ueorge Washington's cal'ing before
he became a soldier was that of a
surveyor and. highway engineer.
The boy scout knows that a smooth
level road in the 'country which is
firm in the winter means more days
in school. The hoy scout in the
country also knows that a smooth
level road is much better than a
muddy broken one because his father
can cart 5 and G times more produce
THE LEADERS OF THE SCOUT KO'EMENT
ARE TEACHING THE EOYS A NEW FORM
CF SCOOTING IN LEASINS THEM TO; to market over a smooth road than
ors. General Brookes today ordered
(iptains King and Pacheco who are
at Las Vegas, to return for the fun-
eral and all members of both com-
panies in the city are asked to be at
the armory at 2 p. m., Thursday af-
ternoon. The funeral will be held at
the Rising Chapel. Members of
Five Lectures on "The Art of Copan''
Mr. Sylivanus G. Morley.
Five Lectures on "Greek Archaeology
and Art" Dr. Mitchell Carroll
Ten Lectures on "Roman Archaeology
and Art" .Dr. Harry L. Wilson
Five Lectures on "The Monuments of
the Aztecs". .Director E. L. Hewett
A series of morning walking excur-
sions conducted by the director for
the study of the archaeology and his-
tory of Santa Fe, and another series
at the excavating camp for the study
of the archaeology of the I'ajarito
plateau.
A series of morning walking excur-
sions conducted by Prof. Cockerell
about Santa Fe and at the excava-
ting camp for the study of the natu-
ral history of the region. Mr. Har-
rington, and a number of Tewa In-
dians will accompany Prof. Cockerell
on these trips and will explain the
Tewa ideas of plants and animals.
Daily study (last half of term) of
the excavations of Tyuonyi.
Lecture excursions to the rutns of
Puye and Pecos. The Green Corn
Dance at Santo Domingo, August 4th,
and the Pueblo of San Udefonso.
A series of demonstrations by Tewa
SEE THE USEFULNESS OF ROADS, THE
NECESSITY OF HAVING GOOD ROADS
AND SOMETHING ABOUT HOW TO BUiLD
THEM.
a
Denver, Colo., July 16 The cloud-
burst and flood in Oherry Creek Sun-
day night has passed into history,
leaving a great, heap of debris, de-
posits of sand and mud in buildings
and along the boulevards, the ruins
of wrecked homes and with the still
hardly credited small fatalities of two
dead.
The list of injured swelled during
the night to eight, most of them tri-
vial.
The mayor's relief committee or-
ganized thoroughly for continued work
last night, began at nine o'clock today
the final combing out of the wreckage
other possible victims. The five hun-
dred refugees from the flood district
are destitute of everything but the
clothing they wore when driven out
of the district. They will be cared
J Colonel Abbott's stall in the city, are At the prize fight you see rounds of
pound, but here you see pounds of
round!
he can over a rough road.
The aim of the Scout movement
is to train the boys to be interested
in roads when out on their hikes.
They are taught to observe the
grade, the drainage, the maintenance
and construction of the road. They
are supposed to observe whether
there are ruts in the road and
whether the drivers make it a point
to keep in the ruts. Boy Scouts are
supposed to draw maps of the roads
and are supposed to know something
about the different methods of
ordered to take part m the funeral
dismounted. The body today, lay in
a white casket at the chapel and
hundreds of friends of the young man
called to view the remains. The cas-
ket was piled high with flowers, mute
testimonials to the high esteem in
which he was held.
Boy Scouts are asked to remove for by the city.
- Of the million dollars flood lossdecreasing the danger of accidents llaced upon perSonai property by May- - Indians of their industrial processes,games and ceremonials, under the di- -un auiomooiies ana otner vehicles. j0r ArnoW in his rvisp, pstimflt w
HERBERT KNOX SMITH
RESIGNS HIS JOB.
Washington, I). C, July 16. Her-
bert Knox Smith today resigned as
commissioner of corporations. For
several days his name has been linked
in gossip with the new party move
PORTERHOUSE and SIRLOIN
Short Steak, Flank,
Round Steak, Pork Steak,
That's About
The Way They Rank!
The Mere Mention
Of The Above Choice Cuts
Should Bring
You Here Post-Haste- !
How Good They'll Taste!
The leaders of the Boy Scouts of
America are encouraging tha boys to
make a study of roads and are giv-
ing them an inkling of road building.
This is a new form of scouting tend-
ing to increase the boy's practical
knowledge, to develop his powers of
observation and to make him appre-
ciate the economic value of public
highways. To the boy who acquires
this training, it is likely a merit
badge will be awarded by the leaders
of the movement. Merit badges are
the signs of advanced training in
the Scout movement. The plans for
good scouting are being worked out
by James E. West, Chief Scout
Executive of the Boy Scouts of
America, in with the
Department of Agriculture and with
Mrs. A. H. Reeve, President of the
Good Roads Department of the New
Jersey Congress of Mothers.
To the ordinary boy the road is
something on which to walk or
drive, nothing more. The boy scout
who has been trained to think just
Appetizing,
Gratifying
Satisfying
Meals
Always
On
Tap
Here !
We must remember," says Samuel night, more than half falls upon the rection of Mr Jesse L- - Kusbaum.W. Racenel, member of the American stock in the wholesale and warehouse Round table and camP fire meetingsRoad Builders' Association, "that district. for informal discussion and confer- -
good roads affect the life of our j Mayor Arnold and the relief com-- ences'
people spiritually, in, as it were, mittee which he appointed yesterday '" ;
bringing our churches nearer to our for the purpose of meeting tho noorto X!t!i!iX!t $ X!!lt $ t $ X
ment under Colonel Roosevelt. Luth-
er Connant, Jr., of Mississippi, deputy
commissioner of corporations, prob-
ably will succeed him. BAILEY ATTACKS TAFT.
Washintgon, D. C, July 1G.
Senator Bailey attacked Presi- -
dent Taft on the floor of the sen- -
DEMOCRATS SEE MARSHALL.
nomes; morally, in making country ot nood sufferers, have called a mass
life so attractive as to counteract meeting of Denver citizens in the au-th-
allurements of city life, for the ditorium Sunday afternoon at which
country boy and girl; socially, in subscriptions will be taken for the re-
drawing our farms and firesides fund. Plans now under considera-neare- r
together, and thus promoting tion tne mayor and city engineers
friendly intercourse and cuHure; com- - to. change the channel of Cherry Creek
mercially, as a means of travel and m also be discussed in public at that
traffic; and educationally, by bringing time- - Hourly reports of the discov- -
X ate for his attitude on, the Lor--
imer case, which the Texas sen- - X
X ator characterized as "officious
Indianapolis, Ind., July 16. Mem-bers of the Democratic national com-
mittee following its formal meetingin Chicago came to Indianapolis to-
day to confer with Governor Marshall
the party's candidate for vice
Plaza Market Co. and meddlesome." He was re- -
ferring to the President's
sions on the case in
tion speeches and letters to
onel Roosevelt.
Phone 92.
A NEW CARLOAD OF
WATERMELONS
the school houses and homes into !y OI D0Qles are telephoned to tlhe!
closer proximity. If our great educa- - 'y Dy m every "Stance so far eachtional institutions have seen it advan- - has proved incorrect. It is now
era"y Relieved that the death list willto the youth to teach the
trades in the schools, why not the CA, eKU l"K "K"res ot two'
world-wid- e benefit of road building." J ARCHAEOLOGISTS TO MEET.
After it had once been kept from
a vote by the Archbald impeachmentF.ANDREWS
Phone 4.
TEXAS GETS NEW SCHOOL.
Washington, D. C, July 16. Sena-tor Culberson's bill for an agricultu-
ral plant experimental station at
Pkiinview, Texas, was ordered favor-
ably reported today from the senate
committee on agriculture. It carries
an appropriation of $50,000.
1 CONSIGNMENT SALE I ill H .fi him m F inn iv urn- -Below is given the program of the ended Senator Bailey's resolution con- -FRANKLIN'S STORYIS AGAIN REFUTED.
I.os Angeles, Calif., July 16. More
summer session of the School of olirin. Prifw Ttt fn, v,,-- tnAmerican Archaeology which !nnrtbegins mMin 0vnroBain1 nf i,0 T.n.i,witnesses testified today at the brib next month. The lectures to be giv 2SA sn fn ,t imnprsnnal nm,ery trial ot Clarence S. Darrow that
passed it 35 to 23. The passagesBert H. Franklin in conversations with 7""'? l,m "T nm"nea scnoiarsth?!r h and they shouId draw thethem, had exonerated Darrow from
retention of our own people and at
tract the strangers who are within!
condemning the course of the Presi-
dent were stricken out and the resolu-
tion was made to express the senate's
disapproval of "the interference of a
president in its affairs."
S
. SPITZ,
THE JEWELER.
any complicity in the alleged jury
bribery. Franklin, when ou the stand
had denied making such statements.
The mysterious man whom the de-
fense probably will attempt to show
furnished the bribe money was again
brought into the record by George W.
our gates.
PROGRAM.
Ten Lectures on
"Heredity and Evo-
lution" Prof. T. D. A. Cookerell
Five Lectures on "The Evolution of
Language".. Mr. John P. Harrington
Society Stationery The New isexh
can Printing Company have on hand
and can make up promptly the latestHood. He testified that Franklin had
We have a shipment of beds which came in damaged and which
we refused to accept from the Railroad Company. These beds are all
slightly damaged, but not enough to hurt them as to service. The
enamel is scratched off of some of them, and others have a rod bent.
The damage does not affect the service or quality of the beds at all
but we could not sell them as first class goods from our floor.
We arranged with the Rail read Company to sell the beds at
whatever we could get for them, and make claim for the difference
to them, and they have put the beds with us on consignment until
they are sold. We are putting the prices below cost in order to move
them, and you benefit by the railroad company's loss. Some of the
beds are in our window while some are on our display floor. There
are eleven beds in all, eight fuli size, in white, vernis martin, and one
In satin brass. There are three 4 size, in white and vernis martin
told him the unknown man was within le" fcnires on Ketone Epochs in j forms in society stationery. The ne
a few feet of him when the money 'Art Dr- - Hector Alliot j size correspondence cards, etc. Or.
passed to Juror Lockwood.i " ouaiiiaiiism, ronuers lasen ior engraved and emwas
HAVE YOUR WATPT-- igre anu inumanization" Dossed work. Several lines to mak
....Dr. Charles L. Lummis' your selection from.Franklin,
the witness said, told him
he believed the mysterious stranger
came from San Francisco. Hood was
not cross-examine- '
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY"
HEADQUATERS FOR
HIGH-GRAD- E
Watches
and WEPSfinish.A
WATCH will run without
oil or cleaning longer than
any other piece of machin-
ery fcuf it needs both occasion-
ally. tIf you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaningfci:e a year. It will increase thelie and accuracy of your watch,
Clocks.
UNDERWOOD "SEES" WILSON.
Trenton, N. J., July 16 Oscar W.
Underwood, Democratic leader of the
house of representatives, met Govern-
or Wilson for the first time today at
the state house here and went imme-
diately into a private conference with
him. Mr. Underwood also met Perry
Belmont, Thomas J. Ryan, and Chas.
I'. Donnelly, the latter two Democrat-- :
AT THE CLARENDON GARDEN
Located One Block East from Old San Miguel Church.
Phone Black 12. R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
Down Town Stand in Butt Bros.' Drug Store.
Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co."Time Pieces That AreReliable."iivYs juur watcn wnn us y,
ic leaders of Philadelphia.
WASH GOODSWomen's Odd Waists SALMON'S BIG STORE
Persian Lawn, 32 in. wide. Regular
value, 25c Now 1UC
SALMON'S
Big assortment of Summer Felt Hats at ' $1.50
SALMON'S
Panama Hats $5.00, $7.50 t0 $8.50
SALMON'S
Men's and Boy p Caps . . 75c to $2.00
SALMON'S
Twenty Silk Petticoats, assorted colors. CftWere from $10 00 to $17.50. Now . Hvl'Ov
Tnty w'8t8' Sizes 34 t( 40. to oeWere $4.50. Now ....
SALMON'S SALMON'S Indian Linen, 36 inches wide, 18c val- - JQ(j
ues, now
SALMON'S
Two Silk Petticoats. Regular price,
3lz.ou. INow .
Fifty White Persian Lawn Waists. Reg- - fr feular price $3.50 and $5.00, now . . P.UU
SALMON'S
18 Wash Sikrts, tan and white atSALMON'S SALMON'S
20 Boys' .Straw Hats. Regular price 85cNow ... .... 50c
Middy Waists. Regular price $1.25 and SALMON S
10 Ladies' Linen Suits, white, blue (CO OC
and tan. Regular price $7.50. Now .
SALMON'SKIMONAS AND SACQUES : $1.003l.iu. Now
SALMON'S
MEN'S 5H0ESTwo Silk Pink and Blue, Imported COA Anfrom Japan. Were $35 00, now . 4U.UU CORSETS
SALMON'S
Parisana Corsets made in Batiste and Poll til
J medium high breast and fi rjr" . IoTen Silk Assorted Colors. Regular price$15.00. Now . . . . $8.50 long hips. Sizes 18 to 28 41.J IU pj,3U
LADIES' SUMMER VESTS
6 doz. Ladies' Vests. Regular price 20 and 1 (25cts. Now at ...... 1UC
SALMON'S
5 doz. Ladies' Long Sleeve Vests at 20c
SALMON'S
MEN'S FURNISHINGS
29 Men's Fancy Vests, assorted colors, i gsRegular price $2.50 to $5.00 . . P 1 .OU
SALMON'S
SALMON'S SALMON'S
60 pairs of Florsheim Shoes and Oxfords.
Were $5.00 to 5.50. Now . . . M.OU
SALMON'S
Hanna Shoes. . . $6.00 tO $7.00
SALMON'S
Sirsfis; $4.00, $4.50 to $5.00
SALMON'S
Men s House Slippers . . $1.00 tO $2.50
SALMON'S
DRESSES.
25 Ladies' Silk Dresses below cost
Seven Silk Sacques, blue, pink and white.Were $8.50. Now .... WOMEN'S SHOES$3.50
SALMON'S
American Lady Shoes and Oxfords.
Regular price from $3.50 to $5.00 . . $1.89
SALMON'S
Twenty-fiv-e Silk Short Kimonas, beautiful nrpatterns. Regular price $7.50. Now PJ.Zj
SALMON'S
Hart Schaffner & Maix Suits, all lightweight, at a
a big reduction at
SALMON'S
SALMON'S
Queen Quality Oxfords,
$2.25, $2.50, $3.00 to $4.00
SALMON'S
50 Men's Suits of very good make. i a r
Regular price $18.50 to $20.00. Now P I .53UMUSLIN UNDERWEAR SALMON'S House Dresses, four on one $135 tO $2.50
SALMON'S
New line of Rugs and Carpets at
SALMON'S
25 Men's Shirts. Regular price $1.50. Now 75c
SALMON'S20 Per Cent Di on Skirts
SALMON'S
Drawers, hemstitched ruffle. Regular iprice $2.50. Now .... pl.ZD
SALMON'S
White Petticoats, lace or embroidery. t1 7C
Regular price $3.50. Now . . . P 1 3
SALMON'S
Floor Oil Cloth, per yard . . . 50C
SALMON'SMEN'S HATS
Odd Skirts-T- wo Black Voile Skirts. Sizes tf-- C nn
50 Straw Hats below cost at
ZS-4- 0 and 27-41- . Were $12.50. Now PU.UU
SALMON'S
6 Ladies" Long Silk Summer Coats. f
Regular price $25.00. Now . . . Jpl.OU
SALMON'SSALMON'S
